
Offering agencies the most accurate narcotics field identification, specimen and evidence collection kits  
available in the industry, the NIK® Public Safety System allows officers to rapidly screen and presumptively 
identify most suspected illegal drugs encountered in the field. Each test is self-contained and provides 
all necessary elements to quickly and reliably perform each test. Master-Pac™, Cocaine ID Swabs, 
Freshplates™ and Tamper Guard® Evidence Tape are just a few of the high-quality offerings included in 
the NIK® Public Safety family of products.

Identicator® is the manufacturer of cost-effective fingerprinting products for business, government 
and law enforcement agencies, and used worldwide. Identicator products are designed to deter fraud 
and produce positive fingerprint identifications in many different applications and include many unique 
products for various specialized investigative and evidence collection applications. All products create 
non-smearing, instantly permanent, black prints acceptable by the FBI for scanning, classification, and 
search and retention. Identicator products include the Digit 10® Portable Inkless Printing System, Perfect 
Print™ Ink, Perfect Print™ and Touch Signature® Pads, and Pre-Scan™ Fingerprint Enhancers.

EVI-PAQ® products are common-sense, easy-to-use solutions to the everyday problems faced by crime 
scene and property/evidence room professionals. Innovative, practical and highly customer-focused,  
EVI-PAQ is more than just a product line: it is part of the ongoing commitment to researching and 
developing innovative new products and techniques for crime scene investigators. Innovative EVI-PAQ 
products include ID Tents, Versa-Cones, Trajectory Laser Kits and Evi-Lites™ lighted evidence markers.

ODV™ was the first company in the world to manufacture narcotic field tests in crushable glass ampoules 
and has grown to become a leading brand in presumptive drug testing with its NarcoPouch® and 
NarcoTest® line of cost-effective test kits. The NarcoPouch® kits provide a portable chemistry lab in each 
self-contained, pre-measured and hermetically sealed glass ampoule. Color reactions are immediate and 
a white panel background on each test makes color identification easy, while a unique safety harness 
wraps around the ampoules to help prevent broken glass punctures.

®

Lightning Powder® products are a trusted partner of forensics professionals across the globe. They are 
known for their reliability and quality, and are backed by a wealth of forensic knowledge documented  
for our customers through our knowledge base, including Tech Notes and a variety of other information 
sources. Lightning Powder products include a wide variety of latent fingerprint powders for all  
applications — the Original Zephyr® Fingerprint Brush, Wetwop™, Breakaway™ Evidence and Security 
Tape, and the newest addition to the line, Lightning Spray® Aerosol Fingerprint Powder.

FORENSICS SOURCE OWNS THE BEST BRANDS IN THE BUSINESS!
Each of our brands are unique in their own identity and history, but they all serve as flagship products of an extensive line of offerings that 
make us the world’s premier provider of supplies and equipment for professionals in forensics, crime scene investigation, law enforcement, 
criminal justice and corporate security.
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•	 Convenient storage for a variety of high-use  
patrol and forensic products

•	 Stores and dispenses up to 50 drug test kits or 
other forensic/patrol products

•	 Designed for use in large and small LE agencies, 
correctional facilities and security settings

Patrol Products Dispenser Box
This new Patrol Pak Dispenser Box was designed with forensic professionals and law enforcement officers in mind. It has never 
been easier to access a wide variety of your most used drug test kits and other critical forensic supplies when and where you need 
them. Officers and technicians who need drug test kits or other frequently-used supplies can quickly grab a box and head out on 
the job. 

The box fits all NIK® Public Safety and ODV™ presumptive drug test kits. It also fits a specially selected assortment of high-use  
patrol and forensic products including nitrile gloves, evidence markers, disposable restraints and evidence security bags. All  
products are dispensed in handy cardboard boxes designed to fit a glove box or gear bag for easy access in the field. Sleek gray 
powder coat finish fits perfectly in any professional or institutional setting. See page 12 for details and pricing.

The Products You Use Most at Your Fingertips

Perfect for Storing Your NIK and ODV Kits!
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XCAT CAPILLARY ANALYSIS TEST 
Designed for sampling suspicious drugs and other substances on hands, vehicles, 
packages and surfaces, the XCAT uses detection cards to indentify characteristics  
unique to each individual or group of chemically related analytes, returning a red  
or green light signal to the user indicating “detection” or “no detection.”

See page 28 for details and pricing.

Lightning Powder® Supranano™ 
Forensics Source is proud to partner with ARRO Forensics in bringing the most exciting and innovative new technology in latent print 
processing and investigative process to the forensics market: nano-engineered powders and suspensions. 

Lightning Powder Supranano™ is specially formulated to develop latent marks on both non-porous (e.g. glass, ceramics) and semi-porous 
surfaces (e.g. plastics, nonferrous metals), providing 30 percent enhanced performance over existing powders. 

Lightning Powder suspensions with supranano particles are a viable alternative to CNA development and can be used after CNA  
development to stain fumed latent prints and process prints not developed by the cyanoacrylate process. 

See page 59 for details and pricing.

Nano Powder

Commercial Powder

Nano Suspension
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Forensics Source is proud to partner with Pioneer Forensics LLC in bringing these exciting specialty chemicals and 
impression evidence products to the market. Pioneer Forensics is an investigative, research and training company with 
extensive experience in the development of innovative evidence processing solutions for forensics professionals.

See pages 73 and 94 for details and pricing.

3M™ Versaflo™ PAPR System 
This is the easiest way to select a complete system for crime scene  
autopsy applications where an S-133, APF 25 Headcover is appropriate.  
The system includes an S-133 Headcover, a TR-307N PAPR with Easy 
Clean Belt, a BT-30 Breathing Tube, charger, TR-3710N filter and a  
storage bag. 

See page 123 for details and pricing.

• PAPR
• Headcover

• Battery Charger
• Airflow Meter

• Breathing Tube
• Storage Bag
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AlcoCheck® FC90 Breath  
Alcohol Device
Intended to measure alcohol in the human breath, the AlcoCheck® FC90 is a handheld 
fuel cell sensor with accuracy to +/-0.005% at 0.05% BAC. The AlcoCheck is certified 
and approved by the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) and National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) to conform to the model specification for alcohol 
screening devices. Additional features include a display range of 0.000-0.200% BAC, 
an audible alarm above 0.05% BAC, a low-battery indicator, auto power-off, blowing 
flow detection, and it will store five records.

See page 29 for details and pricing.

Wolf EcoFlex LED  
Bench Light 
Designed in consultation with renowned bench artisan Kate 
Wolf, the innovative new Wolf EcoFlex LED Bench Light 
by Dazor® is an affordable, rugged, environmentally friendly  
LED bench light. The sleek head rotates 340 degrees  
vertically and 90 degrees horizontally, and features  
4x1-Watt dimmable, high brightness, white LEDs optically 
mixed to produce an even light pattern. 

See page 144 for details and pricing.
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Orange-Aid Fuming Pellets 
A one-step method for producing color fingerprints on a variety of 
surfaces, including hard to process surfaces like CDs and water 
bottles, Orange-Aid works wherever cyanoacrylate fuming is used. 
But, unlike traditional fuming, prints developed with Orange-Aid  
are immediately UV enhanced and visible, with no additional dye 
staining or coloring steps required. 

See page 74 for details and pricing.

Quik-Fume 
Using super-glue fumes is one of the best ways to develop 
latent prints, and now you can do it quickly and conveniently 
with no sticky mess. Quik-Fume develops prints that are 
whiter and appear much faster due to the activator and  
concentrated print developer, and it will produce a tank full 
of fumes in less than four minutes. Quik-Fume works great 
on all non-porous surfaces like metal, glass and plastic, and 
comes in a convenient, disposable container.

See page 74 for details and pricing.
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Faraday Bags 
Static Shielding Bubble Bag and Reclosable Bag
The Static Shielding Bubble Bag provides complete protection from 
static discharge and rough handling. Five aluminum “Faraday cage” 
layers shield products from electrostatic fields inside and outside 
the bag.

Secure static-sensitive items quickly with the Static Shielding  
Reclosable Bag double-track zipper closure. Ideal for intercompany  
transfers, the metal “Faraday cage” layer shields products from 
electric energy inside and prevents static build-up.

See page 109 for details and pricing.

CSI Pro™ Metal Detector 
The CSI Pro is the workhorse of ground search metal 
detectors. Completely rugged, the CSI Pro is weather- 
proof against all environments and waterproof up to 
10 feet. Using adjustable levels of its Iron Audio, this 
detector can discriminate between trash and good tar-

gets, and uses Proportional Audio and Tone Roll Audio 
features to allow the user to hear subtle changes in a 

target’s response to better judge conductivity, size, shape 
and depth. 

  See page 118 for details and pricing.
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CSIpix® Comparator 
CSIpix Comparator software allows law enforcement personnel to  
process, analyze and conduct side-by-side comparison of forensic  
images such as fingerprints, palm prints, footprints and tire treads. 
Unique tools reduce the time to prepare court exhibits like magnified 
view “bubble” charts. The CSIpix Comparator features many automated  
image analysis functions, making the comparison process easier and 
faster.

See page 58 for details and pricing.

Patrol Pak Kit 
Designed for first responders and patrol officers,  
correctional units, investigators and security 
forces, the new Patrol Pak Kit conveniently pack-
ages a great selection of items. The products  
include The TranZport Hood™, Flex-Cuf® Restraints,  
Evidence Security Bags, Nitrile Gloves, Tyvek® Shoe 
Covers and First Response Evidence Markers.

See page 12 for details and pricing.
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Dazor® Series Magnifiers
Dazor’s lighted series magnifiers are used in diverse, 
professional work environments, globally. They 
have a crystal clear and distortion free optical  
grade lens with multiple magnification level  
options. The patented internal spring “floating 
arm” easily allows for positioning without drifting 
or bouncing, and comes with a five-year warranty.

See page 144 for details and pricing. 

Labino® Nova Torch 
The new Labino® Nova Torch Light consists of eight high  
intensity, alternate forensic light sources for crime scene 
investigation, as well as laboratory use. The light emitting 
diodes emit a beam of light that is “evenly” distributed, can 
be operated with one Lithium-Ion battery and offers 180 
minutes running time when fully charged. 

See page 152 for details and pricing.
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Perfect for Storing Your NIK® and ODV™ Kits!

Patrol Products Dispenser Box 
The Products You Use Most at Your Fingertips
This Patrol Pak Dispenser Box was designed with forensic professionals  
and law enforcement officers in mind. It has never been easier to access  
a wide variety of your most used drug test kits and other critical forensic  
supplies when and where you need them. Officers and technicians who 
need drug test kits or other frequently-used supplies can quickly grab a 
box and head out on the job. 

The durable and attractively-finished steel storage box can be easily installed 
in any convenient location, from the quartermaster stores, to the patrol  
briefing room, and to the crime lab. It holds up to 50 products total — you 
pick and choose the selection to meet your unique needs. Top loading slots  
ensure you always use the oldest items first, supporting a FIFO inventory  
management process. Slots also make reloading the dispenser a snap.

The box fits all NIK® Public Safety and ODV™ presumptive drug test  
kits. It also fits a specially selected assortment of high-use patrol and  
forensic products, including nitrile gloves, evidence markers, disposable  
restraints and evidence storage bags. All products are dispensed in  
handy cardboard boxes designed to fit a glove box or gear bag for easy 
access in the field. The sleek, gray powder coat finish fits perfectly in  
any professional or institutional décor.

• Convenient storage for a variety of high-use patrol and forensic 
products

• Stores and dispenses up to 50 drug test kits or other forensic and 
patrol products

• Designed for use in large and small LE agencies, correctional 
facilities, and security settings

• Dispenser can be wall or counter mounted
• Durable, all-steel welded construction
• Powder coat finish is attractive and long wearing
• Design provides visual check on inventory levels
• Top loading slots support FIFO inventory control
• Offered in gray only

DISP-BOX  Patrol Products Dispenser Box,  
 23.25”W x 22.25”H (59.1cm x 56.52cm) .......... $198.39

Patrol Pak Kit
Designed for first responders and patrol officers, correctional units, investigators and  
security forces, the new Patrol Pak Kit conveniently packages a great selection of the 
items listed below. Products come in a durable, high impact plastic case for easy storage 
and transportability. The case can be refilled with any combination of Patrol Pak products, 
allowing you to customize the mix to meet any future needs.

The Patrol Pak Kit includes:

•	The TranZport Hood™ (4 boxes)
•	Flex-Cuf® Restraints (3 boxes)
•	Evidence Bags (2 boxes)
•	Nitrile Gloves (2 boxes)
•	Shoe Covers (2 boxes)
•	First Response Markers, Orange (1 box)

PATPAK-K  Patrol Pak Kit........................................................... $134.90
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Patrol Pak Dispenser Products
Designed exclusively for our Dispenser Box, this selection of  
forensic supplies and first responder products all fit in these new  
Patrol Pak boxes so you can quickly grab your most widely used  
products. It is the perfect choice for patrol officers, correctional units,  
investigators and security forces. The handy size fits in a glove box 
or gear bag for easy access. What you will really enjoy is the cost-
effective individual-use package size. At this low cost, you can easily 
stock up your Dispenser Box. Even if you do not have a Dispenser 
Box, Patrol Pak products are still the perfect choice for LE agencies. 
Choose from the selection of products below so you can stock up on 
the supplies you need!

• Great selection of forensic supplies and first responder 
products

• Perfect choice for patrol officers, correctional units, 
investigators and security forces

• Handy size fits in a glove box or gear bag for easy access
• Cost effective individual-use package size
• Store and issue products from our convenient Dispenser Box 

(#DISP-BOX)

A. Nitrile Gloves
3-5335 PP  Large Nitrile Gloves,  
 10 Pair  ..............................................$3.48

See page 124 for product details.

B. Crime Scene Barrier Tape
3-5013-50 PP  Crime Scene Barrier Tape,  
  10yds (9.1m)  .................................$5.83

See page 14 for product details.

C. Disposable Cut-Out ID Tents
IDTC-DISTENT PP Disposable Cut-Out ID Tents,  
    Pack of 10 ............................$9.66 
See page 32 for product details.

D. Evidence Security Bags
3-2050 PP   Evidence Security Bags,  
 6”W x 8”L, Pack of 10 .....................$4.64 
See page 109 for product details.

E. The TranZport Hood™

8320-0-2B PP  The TranZport Hood,  
   Pack of 2 ....................................$11.14 
See page 14 for product details.

F. The Spit Net™

8310-0-2B PP   The Spit Net, Pack of 2 .............$10.73 
See page 14 for product details.

G. Flex-Cuf® Restraints
8210-1-10 PP  Flex-Cuf® Restraints, 
   White, Pack of 2 ..........................$3.85 
See page 14 for product details.

H. Tyvek® Shoe Covers
3-5430 PP   Tyvek Shoe Covers with Vinyl Sole,  
 2 Pair  ..............................................$5.66 
See page 122 for product details.

I. First Response Evidence Markers
FRM-1 PP   First Response Evidence Markers,  
 Orange, Pack of 10 ...........................$8.72

FRM-2 PP   First Response Evidence Markers,  
 Yellow, Pack of 10 .............................$8.72 
See page 34 for product details.
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Barrier Tape
Our barrier tape is 3”W (7.62cm) and 1000’L (304.8m) with black letters 
printed on 3 mil. polyethylene. Each roll comes in a heavy-duty cardboard 
dispenser box for storage and ease in handling.

3-5013 Crime Scene Do Not Cross .......................................$13.90
3-5003 Sheriff’s Line Do Not Cross ....................................$15.39
3-5002 Police Line Do Not Cross ..........................................$15.86
3-5006 Police Barrier Do Not Cross/ 
  Barrera Policia Prohibido Pasar .................................$15.86

Formerly a NIK® product, the Spit Net is now part of the Safariland® 
product line. It affixes under the arms for additional security while 
transporting threatening subjects. Ideal for prisoner transport, it protects 
against spitting and biting. The mesh netting and bacteria-filtering fabric 
gives the subject full visibility and breathability while helping to restrict 
the spread of biological contaminants.

8310-0-2C The Spit Net, Pack of 5 ................................... $38.14
8310-0-2B The Spit Net, Pack of 100 ................................. $694.82

Formerly a NIK® product, the TranZport Hood is now part of the 
Safariland® product line. Detainees who spit or bite are unpleasant to 
deal with and can be hazardous to the health of your personnel. The 
TranZport Hood features a bacteria-filtering medical-grade fabric which 
helps to contain contaminants and makes attempts at biting ineffective. 
A secure-lock tab and elastic neck-band allow for convenient application 
and prevents self-removal of the hood, without limiting the individual’s 
range of vision.

8320-0-2C The TranZport Hood, Pack of 5....................... $31.77
8320-0-2B The TranZport Hood, Pack of 100................. $588.74

Flex-Cuf Restraints are designed to be a quick, temporary alternative 
to handcuffs. A unique Strength Barb System feature, contained 
within the Flex-Cuf head, makes them virtually pick-proof. The 
smooth inside surface, combined with rounded edges, was designed 
to minimize the chance of abrasion or tissue damage. The Nylon 
construction offers dimensional stability as well as flexibility.

8210-1-10 Flex-Cuf Restraints,  
 White, Pack of 10 ..............................................$13.26
8210-1-10P  Flex-Cuf Restraints,  
 White, 10 Packs of 10 .................................... $127.25 
8210-1-10C Flex-Cuf Restraints,  
 White, 100 Packs of 10 ............................... $1,166.88
8210-1-10B Flex-Cuf Restraints,  
 White, Case of 1,000 ..................................... $953.66
8210-1-2B Flex-Cuf Restraints,  
 Black, Case of 1,000 ....................................... $975.94
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Throwable Evidence Flags
Marking and recovering evidence discarded during  
pursuits just got easier with the unique EVI-PAQ® 
Throwable Evidence Flags. These high visibility,  
weighted flags feature materials that provide  
exceptional throwing distance and accuracy.  
The flags can be tossed from vehicles or used 
by officers on foot to mark the location of evi-
dence discarded by criminals. Made with 
high visibilty yellow material with the word  
“EVIDENCE” in reflective silver in alternating  
patterns makes it easy to locate and recover the  
evidence at the scene, even in low light situations. The  
material can easily be seen by illuminating the marker with a  
standard or UV flashlight. The flags are sold in packs of three.

3-5050 Throwable Evidence Flags, Pack of 3 .................$26.04

Scene Screen™ Crime Scene 
Barriers
Keep your crime scene safe from the prying eyes of the media and 
on-lookers. The Scene Screen will provide the security needed at 
public crime scenes. Each segment of a Scene Screen measures  
40”H x 72”L (1m x 1.8m), weighs 19lbs (8.6kg) and is made of 
heavy-duty, moisture-repellent, poly-cordura material with a 
PVC backing. The frame is made of thick PVC tubes, which are 
lightweight yet sturdy enough to withstand all weather conditions. 
Velcro® hook-and-loop strips hold the dark material on the frame. 
Metal snaps are used to attach one Scene Screen segment to 
another. The washable material is heavy enough to use at night 
where bright lights, illuminating the evidence, will not silhouette 
the crime scene through the screen. The Scene Screen comes in a 
sturdy carrying bag. Replacement carrying bags are available.

3-6001 Scene Screen with Carry Bag ...................$158.49
3-6001B Replacement Carry Bag ..............................$52.99

Scene Screen™ QT
The Scene Screen is produced from square stock aluminum, with quick release tabs for easy set up and tear down. Each screen comes 
with a wheeled bag and two water bladders to prevent wind knock-over. The material is double thick nylon/polyester to reduce the  
see-through visibility. Each screen can be custom screen printed. It requires only a one-man set up and tear down.

3-6005 Small Scene Screen QT, 30”H x 90”L (76.2cm x 2.3m) ....................................... $596.70 
3-6006 Large Scene Screen QT, 60”H x 90”L  (1.5m x 2.3m) .......................................... $933.30

SCEN
E PRO

TECTION
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Gamma Sterile Blankets
Gamma Sterile Blankets provide a sterilized and contaminant-free staging area 

to place your tools while working at a crime scene. Your tools will have as 
little contact with the crime scene as possible, limiting the possibility 

of transferring contaminants from scene to scene. Available 
in medium: 39.4”L x 29.5”W (100cm x 75cm) and large: 

78.7”L x 59.1”W (200cm x 150cm) sizes. Each blanket is 
sterile and individually packaged and sealed.

9086 Medium Gamma Sterile Blanket .........$8.53
9077 Large Gamma Sterile Blanket ........$12.68

First Response Kit
The First Response Kit includes everything a first responder needs to 
secure and mark evidence at most any crime scene. The kit includes 
tools for use in night and low light conditions, such as our popular  
Evi-Lites™, and is ideal for illuminating evidence or indicating relevant 
debris in traffic reconstructions. Customized kits are available.

Kit Includes:

• Crime Scene Barrier Tape (1,000 feet)
• Orange and Yellow EVI-PAQ® 

First Response Markers, 20 each
• Reflective Marking Chalk, 3 Sticks
• Assorted Marking Flags, Pack of 100
• White Evi-Lites™, Pack of 10

• Red Spray Chalk
• Saunders’ Citation Holder
• Vinyl “Police” Marker  

Boots, Large
• 5” x 8” Note Pad 
• Ballpoint Pen

FR-KIT First Response Kit ......................................$221.23

Big Easy Night Light 
Like Having a Third Hand
This is the most convenient light you will ever own. The light sticks 
to the windshield or window and puts a super bright light beam right 
where you need it. The light is hands-free — no more fumbling with your 
flashlight. Just stick it on the window and go to work. Six independently 
angled LED bu generate 1,000,000 candlepower to illuminate any size 
vehicle.

• Illuminate auto interiors during processing
• Strong suction cup design adheres to window
• Six angled LED bu generate strong light beam for  

hands-free processing
• Operates with three AAA batteries, sold separately

3-5209  Big Easy Night Light  ........................................$50.95

Streamlight ® Vulcan®

Industrial-Duty, Lightweight, Rechargeable,  
Waterproof Lantern; It’s Virtually Indestructible
The introduction of the Vulcan several years ago represented a major breakthrough. It was the first 
truly safety approved, compact, lightweight, waterproof lantern that was big on power. It’s almost 
impossible to destroy a Vulcan. Buildings collapse on them, trucks drive over them, fires scorch them 
and they keep shining. Their compact size and durable waterproof construction, combined with a 
powerful beam and rechargeability, make the Vulcan ideal for the most demanding jobs.

9-0120 Streamlight Vulcan .................................... $111.29
9-0125 Additional Battery for Vulcan .......................$37.11
9-0126 Replacement Bulb for Vulcan ......................$15.25

• High-intensity halogen bi-pin bulb: 8 watt spot
• Zero-maintenance 4.5 amp-hour sealed lead  
 acid battery is rechargeable up to 500 times

• High-impact ABS thermoplastic housing  
 with rubberized, cushioned grip handle
• Waterproof to 100’ (30.5m)
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9430B Remote Area  
Lighting System
The 9430B Remote Area Lighting System is the perfect unit  
for hard to reach places. At just 22lbs (10kg), the 9430B is  
easily transported up stairs or ladders. Its compact size and fully 
extendable mast with 360° rotating light head make tight spaces 
easily accessible. Dual power outputs illuminate a second optional 
head making the 9430B an adaptable and expandable illumination 
solution. 

Specifications:
Light Source: 24 x High Flux LEDs 
Beam Spread: 90° 
Batteries: 12 Volt Rechargeable, Seated 
Lumens: 1,000 (low), 2,000 (high) 
Watts: 24 
Battery Burn Time: 15 hrs. (low), 8 hrs. (high) 
Dimensions: 7.9”W x 15.8”H x 9.1”L (20cm x 40cm x 23cm) 
Mast Extended Height: 32.3” (82cm) 
Weight: 22 (10kg)

9-0142 9430B RALS ...................................................$750.67

9460 Remote Area  
Lighting System
Using solid-state mounted LEDs coupled with a thermally efficient 
light engine and the 1510 Pelican Protector™ Case, the RALS 9460 
gives the user the ultimate maintenance-free portable floodlight  
station to get the job done efficiently, safely and on time The  
RALS 9460 houses two of its light heads and its multi-stage charger 
for that total self-contained convenience and it is also equipped with a 
telescopic handle and rugged wheels for ease of transport. 

Specifications:
Light Source: 48 x High Flux LEDs 
Beam Spread: 90° 
Batteries: 12 Volt Rechargeable, Seated 
Lumens: 2,000 (low), 4,000 (high) 
Watts: 48 (24 per head) 
Battery Burn Time: 14 hrs. (low), 7 hrs. (high) 
Dimensions: 22”L x 13.8”W x 9”H (56cm x 35cm x 23cm) 
Mast Extended Height: 70.9” x (1.8m) 
Weight: 50.71lbs (23kg)

9-0144 9460 RALS ................................................... $1,678.87

K2 Crime Scene Light Kit
This portable crime scene light kit is ideal for indoor or outdoor crime scene use. 
Providing over 1800-Watts of power, this three-light kit can be used to illuminate 
a scene from nearly any angle. Each light is mountable on the included 
tripod, or on any standard light stand. Each tripod extends to 6’ (1.82m) 
and, when not in use, folds down to a small, portable size that can 
be placed in the included carrying case.

SVC-1800 K2 Crime Scene Light Kit............................$455.18

7060 LED Tactical Light
The Pelican® 7060 LED light employs new dual switch technology  
that allows the light to be activated by either a body-mounted  
patrol switch or a tail-mounted tactical switch. The dual 
switches, which include a momentary mode, allows the 
user to grip the light in several positions and still control  
activation. The light incorporates rechargeable Lithium-Ion 
batteries for maximum brightness and are also lightweight  
compared to standard batteries.

Specifications: 
Battery Type: Rechargeable One Cell Lithium-Ion 3.7 Volt  
Burn Time: 1.5hrs., Lumens: 130  
Weight (w/ batteries): 10.4oz (295g)  
Length: 8.65” (22cm)

9-0141 7060 LED Tactical Light .................................. $142.75
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Crime Scene Vest
This vest is designed to be a multi-functional carrier for your immediate 
crime scene supplies. The vest can be configured to carry supplies for 
different tasks at hand. Choose from eight styles of storage pockets. The 
pouches are easily removed and replaced with our MOLLE attachment 
system. The complete vest unit includes a front and back tear-away 
“Crime Scene” patch and one each of the six different pouches. 
Available in black only. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks delivery as these are 
special order items.

Features
•  Front-opening non-ballistic vest
•  Full MOLLE attachment platform provides the versatility to 

customize
•  Dual non-slip retention pads for long arm stability, and hook and 

loop shoulder straps for easy adjustability
•  Hook and loop on front and back for ID attachment
•  Improved airflow with mesh carrier

PG0006-COMP-BLK CSI Vest, Complete, Black ........... $295.79
Crime Scene Patch ID
Designed to fit on the crime scene vest, these tear-away ID’s come 
standard with “CRIME SCENE” screen printed in white lettering.  
The front ID is 6”L  x 2”W (15cm x 5cm) and the back ID is 8.5”L  x 3”W  
(22cm x 8cm). If you would like to customize these ID’s, please contact 
our Customer Care Department and we can provide a quote for you. 
A minimum order may apply. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for all special 
orders.

CSPATCH-S-BLK Small ID, Black w/White Lettering ........... $9.99 
CSPATCH-L-BLK Large ID, Black w/White Lettering ........$13.99 

CSI Hat
This low profile hat features a fully adjustable closure in the back for 
easy adjustment. It is also embroidered with “CRIME SCENE” in large 
white letters in the front. On the back, it features a smaller version that 
goes across the top of the closure so you will be easily identifiable while 
processing a crime scene. One size fits all.

CSHAT-3 CSI Hat, Black ............................................. $15.30

Crime Scene Utility Belt
The Ultimate in Convenience and Comfort
This innovative Crime Scene Utility Belt gear belt allows technicians 
to carry a wide variety of equipment and supplies on their waist. Four 
rows of MOLLE compatible webbing provide innumerable options for  
convenient positioning of the gear. Five zippered pouches provide lots  
of organized storage for essential items, including powder, brushes, 
lights, and other tools and supplies. Internal keepers and padded  
design keeps the belt properly positioned on the waist for optimal  
comfort and security. One size fits all.

•  Keep all essential CSI gear at your fingertips
•  MOLLE construction and 5 pouches provide lots of storage and 

flexibility
•  Two integrated zippered pockets provide quick access to small 

items
•  Internal keepers prevent belt from riding up
•  Quick release buckle allows easy adjustment for best fit
•  Available in black only

CSI BELT COMPLETE Crime Scene Utility Belt,  
 Complete ..................................... .$91.76

All-Purpose Expandable Bag 
For all your essential gear, this all-purpose bag is constructed of 840 
denier, water-resistant nylon with PVC backing, and features heavy-duty 
zippers and a removable nylon web shoulder strap. The spacious interior 
compartment has an adjustable divider and a removable rigid bottom, 
two zippered cargo pockets and six pen/pencil pockets.

Dimensions: 25”L x 10”W x 12”H (64cm x 25cm x 31cm)
Interior Compartment: 18”L x 8”W x 12”H (46cm x 20cm x 31cm)

D1-BLACK  All-Purpose Expandable Bag, Black ............... $54.06
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Polytesting System of Narcotics Identification 
The NIK® Polytesting System was designed to rapidly identify substances suspected of being  
illegal drugs. Users of the system begin with a general test and, through a series of tests, 
can presumptively identify major drugs of abuse. New in each of our NIK tests are complete  
instructions, including the Identidrug™ Chart for a quick reference to guide you through the  
process of identifying a specific drug.

Bath Salts Test 
The recent proliferation and criminalization of “bath salts” as controlled substances have necessitated 
the creation of a new drug test kit for field testing. Forensics Source now offers law enforcement officials  
a simple and effective presumptive drug test to combat this prob lem. The bath salts tests come  
packaged in a single-use, three stick test kit that ensures you have all the necessary tests on-hand  
at all times. This cost effective solution is available in both NIK® and ODV™ to complement our other  
colorimetric drug test kit lines. 

•  Stick test configuration is quick, easy and inexpensive to use 
•  Test kit contains all three tests needed to presumptively test for bath salts 
•  All tests come packaged in a convenient, plastic container that stores easily  

and serves as a disposal case for used reagents 
•  Instructions included with all tests 

6419  NIK® Bath Salts Test .................................................$6.95 

PRODUCT PRESUMPTIVE TEST DESCRIPTION PRICE
800-6071 Test A Marquis Reagent — This reagent system presumptively identifies Opium alkaloids, Heroin and Amphetamine-

type compounds, and as a general screening agent for other drugs. Box of 10
$17.95

800-6072 Test B Nitric Acid Reagent — Secondary screening test for the confirmation of Opiates (Morphine, Codeine or 
Heroin) and Amphetamine-type compound. Box of 10

$17.95

800-6073 Test C Modified Dille-Koppanyi Reagent — A test for Barbiturates. It is used after no change result in Test A 
and Test G, and an orange result in Test I. Box of 10

$25.45

800-6074 Test D Modified Ehrlich’s Reagent — A test for LSD (D-Lysergic Acid Diethylamide). It is used after positive 
results in Test A and B. Box of 10

$25.45

800-6075 Test E Duquenois-Levine Reagent — This is a standalone test for Marijuana, Hashish and Hash Oil. Box of 10 $25.45

800-6076 Pack F Acid Neutralizer — Use upon completion of each test. Box of 10. $16.45

800-6077 Test G Modified Scott Reagent — A test for Cocaine, Crack or Free Base. Box of 10 $25.45

800-6078 Test H A test for Methadone. Box of 10 $25.45

800-6089 Test I Lieberman’s Reagent — For the general screening of PMA, Ketamine, Barbiturates and Methadone.  
Box of 10

$25.45

800-6079 Test J A test for PCP (Phencyclidine). Test J should be used after no change results from Tests A, G, I and W.  
Box of 10

$25.45

800-6080 Test K A test for Heroin, Black Tar, Codeine and Morphine. Box of 10 $25.45

800-6081 Test L Modified Mecke’s Reagent — A test for Heroin, including White, Brown and Black Tar, and MDMA 
(Ecstasy). Box of 10

$25.45

800-6082 Test M A test for Methaqualone (Quaaludes, Sopor Somnafac, Opitimil and Parest). Box of 10 $25.45

800-6083 Test N A test for Pentazocine (Talwin® Nx or Talacen), as well as Oxycodone. Box of 10 $25.45

800-6090 Test O A test for GHB (Gamma-Hydroxybutyrate). Box of 5 $25.45

800-6084 Test P A test for Propoxyphene (Darvon®). Box of 10 $25.45

800-6085 Test Q A test for Ephedrine and Pseudoephedrine. Box of 10 $25.45

800-6086 Test R A test for Valium (Diazepam), Rohypnol (Flunitrazepam) and Methcathinone. Box of 10 $25.45

800-6091 Test T Morris Reagent — A test for Ketamine. Box of 10 $25.45

800-6087 Test U A test for Methamphetamine and MDMA (Ecstacy). Box of 10 $25.45

800-6088 Test W Mandelin Reagent — A test for Amphetamines and Methadone, as well as screening for PMA and Ketamine 
in conjunction with Test I. Box of 10

$25.45
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Cocaine ID Swabs
Presumptively detect the presence of cocaine by simply wiping a cocaine ID Swab over 
the suspected surface. Test results are immediate. A blue result presumptively identifies 
the presence of cocaine and may be sufficient cause for further investigation. Each swab is  
sensitive to trace amounts of residue, which is far less than could be collected for regular 
field testing. Each  1”W x 1.5”L (2.5cm x 3.8cm) swab is hermetically sealed in single-use  
foil envelopes. 

6501 Cocaine ID Swabs, Pack of 50 .........................$42.72

NIK® Porta-Pac®

The NIK Porta-Pac is recommended for narcotics identification 
operations where portability and ease-of-use are prime considerations. 
This notebook-size kit fits any briefcase or zipbrief. The 20 tests 
presumptively identify 25 different controlled substances.

• Two each of tests A, B, C, D, E, G, J, K, L and U
• Four each of Acid Neutralizer (Test F)
• Polytesting Report Pad
• Identidrug Desk Chart

6020 NIK Porta-Pac (20 Tests) ....................................$85.11
6020S NIK Porta-Pac (20 Tests) Custom ......................$85.11

NIK® 60-Pac™

The tests in this kit presumptively identify the same drugs as the  
50-Pac, however, this kit also contains the highly selective Test G for the 
presumptive identification of cocaine. There are two levels of screening 
for many substances. Recommended uses are the same as those for 
the 50-Pac. The kit contains 60 individual presumptive tests.

• One box each of Tests A through E, & G

6060 NIK 60-Pac ....................................................... $153.68
6060S NIK 60-Pac Custom ......................................... $153.68

NIK® Complete Training Kit
This complete training kit is designed for an instructor wishing to provide 
training on the NIK® Polytesting System. It includes the NIK® Self-Training 
CD, NIK® Basic Competency Training Kit and Instructa-Pac®. This kit is 
ideal for first-time instructors preparing to give a class.

6800 NIK Complete Training Kit ........................................... $395.90

NIK® Master-Pac™

The NIK Master-Pac is recommended for military, law enforcement, 
intelligence, customs, postal service, correctional facilities and safety/
security investigations where the need for complete polytesting is 
anticipated. It can also be used effectively in hospital, paramedic and 
other emergency applications where drug overdose is suspected. This 
kit presumptively identifies 25 controlled substances.

6000 NIK Master-Pac (130 Tests) ......................................$289.92
6000S NIK Master-Pac (130 Tests) Custom ........................$289.92

• Two boxes each of Tests A and E
• One box each of Tests B, C, D, G, H, J, K, L and U
• One box of Acid Neutralizer (Test F)
• Polytesting Report Pad
• Identidrug™ Desk Chart
• Narcotic Field Test Training CD
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NIK® Basic Competency Training Kit
Designed for certified NIK Instructors in training others in the NIK® Polytesting 
System of presumptive drug identification, the NIK Basic Competency Training Kit 
includes all materials necessary to hold a training course.

6820  NIK Basic Competency Training Kit .....................No Charge

NIK® Self-Training CD
This interactive, self-paced training CD is designed to accommodate the single user student, or 
small agencies that wish to train their officers on the correct usage and application of the NIK 
Polytesting System. The CD is designed to educate the student and provide testing at the end 
of the course. Upon successful completion of the included exam, the student will be given the 
option to print a Certificate of Completion.

6840  NIK Self-Training CD. ..............................................No Charge

Identidrug™ Wall Charts
The NIK Wall Chart depicts each testing sequence in the NIK Polytesting 
System. Follow the chart from a general screening to screenings for specific 
drugs. Each test shows possible color changes and indicates which test to use 
next. It is an excellent reference for use in the lab or training room. Chart 
measures 18”W x 12”L (45.72cm x 30.48cm).

190-602 Identidrug Wall Chart, English .......................$4.66

NIK® Report Pads
NIK Report Pads were designed to help the user of the NIK® 
Polytesting System to record all pertinent information when 
working through the Polytesting System. The user can enter in their 
case number, name and material being tested. As they proceed 
through the Polytesting System, they can record any colors or color 
changes, and their conclusions based on the NIK color chart.

190-604 NIK Report Pads, 25 Sheets .................... $2.17 

• Microsoft® PowerPoint® Training 
Presentation

• Student Manual
• NIK® Polytesting Lesson Plan
• Class Roster

• Basic Competency Examination and 
Answer Key

• Instructions on how to become a 
certified NIK® instructor

Identidrug™ Desk Charts
The Identidrug Desk Chart guides a user through the various 
steps required when testing a suspected narcotic with the NIK® 
Polytesting System. It begins with a general screening and uses 
blocks of color to indicate color changes in the test kits. The chart 
guides the user to the next test until a specific drug is identified. The 
back of the chart has general use instructions for the Polytesting 
System. Available in English or Spanish, the chart measures  
8.5”W x 7”L (21.6cm x 17.8cm).

190-601 Identidrug Desk Chart, English ..........................$2.17

Back

Front
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PRODUCT PRESUMPTIVE TEST DESCRIPTION PRICE
901 Mayer’s Reagent A general presumptive test for narcotic compounds and the suggested starting 

point for sequential testing. Box of 10
$16.17

902 Marquis Reagent A general presumptive test for Opiates and Amphetamine type compounds.  
Box of 10

$16.17

903 Nitric Acid Reagent A presumptive secondary screening test. Box of 10 $16.17

904B Cocaine Reagent A presumptive test for Cocaine Salts and Base Reagent. Box of 10 $20.35

905 Dille-Koppanyi Reagent A presumptive test for Barbiturates. Box of 10 $20.35

906 Mandelin Reagent A presumptive test for Methadone. Box of 10 $16.17

907 Ehrlich’s Reagent A presumptive test for D-Lysergic Acid Diethylamide (LSD). Box of 10 $20.35

908 Duquenois-Levine Reagent A presumptive test for Marijuana, Hashish, Hash Oil and THC. Box of 10 $20.35

909 KN Reagent (Fast Blue) A Presumptive Test for Marijuana, Hashish, Hash Oil and THC. Box of 10 $20.35

910 Acid Neutralizer A neutralizing agent to be used at the end of each test. Box of 10 $10.46

912 Morris Reagent A presumptive test for Ketamine. Box of 10 $20.35

914 PCP/Methaqualone Reagent A presumptive test for PCP and Methaqualone. Box of 10 $20.35

922 Opiates and Oxycodone Reagent A presumptive test for Opiates, Oxycodone and Heroin. Box of 5 $20.35

923 Methamphetamine and MDMA Reagent A presumptive test for Methamphetamine and MDMA (Ecstacy). Box of 10 $20.35

924 Mecke’s Reagent A presumptive test for Heroin (White, Brown and Black Tar). Box of 10 $20.35

925 Valium Reagent A presumptive test for Valium®, Ketamine and Rohypnol®. Box of 10 $20.35

926 Frohdes Reagent A presumptive test for Talwin® (Pentazocine). Box of 10 $20.35

927 Chen’s Reagent A presumptive test for Ephedrine and Pseudoephedrine. Box of 10 $20.35

928 GHB Reagent A presumptive test for Gamma Hydroxybutyrate (GHB). Box of 10 $20.35

929 Psilocybin Reagent A presumptive test for Psilocybin (Mushrooms). Box of 10 $20.35

ODV™ NarcoPouch® Tests
ODV NarcoPouch Tests feature up to three chemical ampoules per pouch to provide greater  
substance discrimination. A white background on each pouch makes identifying color changes 
easier and more accurate. The color results for the target substance are printed on the front of 
each pouch. A safety holder helps to prevent broken glass from puncturing the pouch during 
normal use.

Bath Salts Test
The recent proliferation and criminalization of “bath salts” as controlled substances 
have necessitated the creation of a new drug test kit for field testing. Forensics Source 
now offers law enforcement officials a simple and effective presumptive drug test to com-
bat this problem. The bath salts tests come packaged in a single-use, three stick test kit 
that ensures you have all the necessary tests on-hand at all times. This cost effective 
solution is available in both NIK® and ODV™ to complement our other colorimetric drug 
test kit lines.

•  Stick test configuration is quick, easy and inexpensive to use
•  Test kit contains all three tests needed to presumptively test for bath salts
•  All tests come packaged in a convenient plastic container that stores easily and serves  

as a disposal case for used reagents
•  Instructions included with all tests

7619  ODV™ Bath Salts Test ..............................................$6.95
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ODV ™ Self-Training CD
This interactive, self-paced training CD is designed to accommodate single-user students, or small agencies 
wishing to train their officers on the correct usage and application of the ODV™ NarcoPouch® presumptive drug 
testing system. The CD is designed to educate the student and provide testing at the end of the course. Upon 
completion of the included exam, the student will be issued a Certificate of Completion.

CD-FTC  ODV Self-Training CD ...............................No Charge

ODV ™ Instructor CD
Designed for instructors wishing to train others in the NarcoPouch® presumptive drug identification systems, this 
comprehensive presentation covers basic drug identification, safety and usage of the NarcoPouch presumptive 
drug testing system. All necessary materials for a standard training course are included on the CD: PowerPoint® 
presentation, teaching notes, instructors manual and an exam that students can take upon completion of the 
course to obtain a Basic Competency certification. To become a certified instructor on the NarcoPouch system, 
individuals must first possess a Basic Competency Certificate. The individual must then take and pass the ODV™ 
Instructor Exam, which can be obtained by contacting the Forensics Source Customer Care Department.   

• An Instructor Certificate will be issued upon successful completion of the training program

995 ODV Instructor CD ..........................................No Charge

NarcoPouch® Professional Kit
The Professional Kit contains 13 boxes of tests for a total of 130 individual pouches. Each kit includes 
a box each of Mayer’s, one box each of tests for barbiturates, LSD, PCP and heroin, two boxes of 
Marquis reagent and two boxes each of tests for cocaine, marijuana and methamphetamine/MDMA. 
It also includes a box of acid neutralizer as well as a NarcoPouch® Instruction Manual.

The Professional Kit can also be special packaged to the specific needs of your agency, and will 
contain your choice of 13 refill boxes, plus one box of acid neutralizer.

918 NarcoPouch Professional Kit ......................... $288.02
918S NarcoPouch Custom Professional Kit ........... $288.02

NarcoPouch® Squad Pack
The Squad Pack is the ideal portable kit. Containing 24 individual tests and a NarcoPouch® Instruction 
Manual, the entire kit is enclosed in a rugged polypropylene case. Each kit includes two tests of 
Mayer’s reagent, two tests each for barbiturates, LSD and heroin, six tests of Marquis reagent, six 
tests for cocaine and four tests for marijuana. This kit can also be customized (Part #920S) with your 
choice of 24 individual tests. Please specify which tests you would like when placing your order.

920 NarcoPouch Squad Pack ...............................................$83.88
920S NarcoPouch Custom Squad Pack .................................$83.88

NarcoPouch® Sixty Kit
Each kit includes one box each of Marquis reagent, one box of tests for cocaine, LSD, marijuana, 
heroin and methamphetamine/MDMA, and a NarcoPouch® Instruction Manual.

The Sixty Kit can also include your choice of six refill boxes and a NarcoPouch® Instruction Manual.

915 NarcoPouch Sixty Kit ..........................................$135.14
915S NarcoPouch Custom Sixty Kit ............................$135.14
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NarcoTest® Professional Kit
Each NarcoTest Professional Kit contains 12 boxes of each of the following tests: (2) 
of 7602, (1) of 7604, (2) of 7608, (1) of 7609, (2) of 7613, (2) of 7623 and (2) of 7624.

The entire kit comes in a sturdy, plastic kit box with a complete set of NarcoTest 
instructions.

NarcoTest® Professional Custom Kit
Each NarcoTest Professional Custom Kit contains a total of 12 boxes of our popular 
stick tests in any configuration you choose from the test kits above.

7630 NarcoTest Professional Kit ........................................... $165.85
7630S NarcoTest Professional Custom Kit ............................. $165.85

NarcoTest® Self-Training CD
This interactive, self-paced training CD is designed to accommodate the single user student, or small 
agencies that wish to train their officers on the correct usage and application of the ODV™ NarcoTest® 
drug testing system. Upon successful completion of the course test, the student will send their test 
results to the Safariland Customer Care Department to receive a Certificate of Completion.

•	 Interactive design improves retention
•	 Self-paced instruction makes best use of available student training time
•	 Certificate of Completion issued upon successful completion of course test

CD-NTFT NarcoTest Self-Training CD ...................... No Charge

ODV™ NarcoTest® Drug 
Test Kits 
Economical Individual Stick Drug Test Kits
Each test in this classic stick line is self-contained, 
pre-measured and hermetically sealed for reliable per-
formance and accurate results. The new polystyrene 
tubes resist punctures from broken glass ampoules, 
and the color-coordinated caps provide a tight seal to 
prevent accidental chemical leakage during use. All stick 
tests are packaged in a convenient plastic box that pre-
vents damage from sun exposure and rough handling 
during use and storage. Additionally, the durable hinged 
box can be used by the officer to store small parts or 
evidence when empty. Each test comes packaged with 
its own set of instructions. A completely re-designed 
Self-Training CD is available to instruct officers in the 
proper use of all NarcoTest drug test kits. 

PART # PRESUMPTIVE TEST DESCRIPTION OF TEST QTY PRICE

7602 Marquis Reagent General test for Opiates and Amphetamines/Methamphetamine 10 Tests $14.23

7604 Cobalt Thiocyanate Reagent Test for Cocaine, Procaine and Tetracaine 10 Tests $14.23

7608 Duquenois Reagent Test for Marijuana, Hashish, Hash Oil and THC 10 Tests $14.23

7609 KN (Fast Blue) Reagent Test for Marijuana and seeds, Hashish, Hash Oil and THC 10 Tests $14.23

7613 Cocaine Reagent Test for Cocaine, Free-Base or “Crack” 10 Tests $14.23

7623 Methamphetamine Reagent Test for Methamphetamine and “XTC” 10 Tests $14.23

7624 Mecke’s (Modified) Reagent Test for all Heroin 10 Tests $14.23
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XCAT Delivers Immediate 

Narcotics, Explosives  

and GSR Detection!

The XCAT Applications and Technology
The XCAT is designed for sampling suspicious drugs and other substances on 
hands, vehicles, packages and surfaces. It is intended for presumptive testing.

The XCAT uses detection cards with specially formulated optical detection inks 
and software to identify characteristics unique to each individual or group of 
chemically related analytes.

Each analyte or group of analytes is detected with a dedicated card.

The unit uniquely identifies and analyzes each card (eg. cocaine or GSR) and  
returns a red or green light signal to the user simply indicating “detection” or  
“no detection.”

7-1000 XCAT .....................................................................$2,009.40

7-1001 XCAT with Hard Case ...........................................$2,284.80

l Detection Principle Optical Detection

l Time to Analyze 10 –90 sec. (depending on 
analyte)

l Calibration None required

l Power-up Time 20 seconds

l Consumables Sampling Cards

l Power Source Rechargeable Li-ion 
battery 
(car and wall charger)

l Battery Life 7 hours (continuous use)

l Operating 
Temperature Range

32°F to 120°F 
(0°C to 49°C)

l Dimensions 3.6”x 1.7”x 6.0” 
(Length x Width x Height) 

l Weight Under 1lb

SAMPLING CARDS AND CAPABILITIES

Each Sampling Card contains a box of 10 cards.

C4, RDX, PETN, Semtex, Det. Cord, Deta Sheet, Nitroglycerin,  
Nitrocellulose, Ammonium Nitrate, ANFO, Urea Nitrate, Black Powder

7-1010 NTR-300, Box of 10 .................................$42.13

TNT, DNT, Tetryl, Ammonium Picrate, Picric Acid, Comp B

7-1011 NTA-400, Box of 10 .................................$42.13

Amphetamines, Methamphetamines, Crystal Meth, MDMA (Ecstasy), 
‘Bath Salts’ (incl. Cathinone, Mescaline, 2C-I, Mephedrone, Pyrova-
lerone, Methylone, Methedrone, Butylone, TFMPP, BZP)

7-1020 AMP-500, Box of 10 ................................$25.00

Heroin, Heroin hydrochloride

7-1021 HER-110, Box of 10 .................................$25.00

Cocaine (Crack), Cocaine hydrochloride, PCP

7-1022 COC-210, Box of 10.................................$25.00

Gunshot Residue

7-1030 GSR-600, Box of 10 .................................$53.33

Capillary Analysis Test

redxdefense.com
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DrugCheck® NxScan Onsite Flat Panel Test Cup
One of the easiest to use onsite testing products on the market now comes in a flat panel cup for easy  
copying or scanning for a permanent record.The NxScan collection cup and testing device delivers  
instant, accurate results and process convenience, including a ‘lay flat’ design for improved record- 
keeping. As with other DrugCheck test cups, the NxScan self-contained urinalysis screening device 
detects the presence of drug metabolites in minutes, using SAMHSA cutoff levels. All NxScan drug  
test cups are 100 percent made in the USA. What distinguishes DrugCheck NxScan test cups from 
other on-site products is its ease of use. 
DrugCheck products are ONLY sold in cases of 25. DrugCheck’s patented technology requires: 

• No handling or manipulation to activate testing
• No tipping or tilting cup to activate test
• No dipping reagent strips or test cards into specimen
• No dripping specimen with pipettes

DrugCheck® SalivaScan™ Oral Fluid Drug Test
The DrugCheck® SalivaScan™ Oral Fluid Drug Test is a rapid visual immuno-assay for the qualitative, presumptive  
detection of drugs of abuse in human oral fluid specimens and is a screening test that can be performed without 
the use of an instrument. The test utilizes monoclonal antibodies to selectively detect elevated levels of specific 
drugs in human oral fluid. DrugCheck products are ONLY sold in cases of 25. 

AlcoCheck® FC90 Breath Alcohol Device
Intended to measure alcohol in the human breath, the AlcoCheck® FC90 is a handheld fuel cell sensor  
and, with accuracy to +/-0.005% at 0.05% BAC, is certified and approved by the U.S. Department of  
Transportation (DOT) and National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) to conform to the model 
specification for alcohol screening devices. Additional features include a display range of 0.000-0.200% 
BAC, an audible alarm above 0.05% BAC, a low-battery indicator, auto power-off, blowing flow detection 
and will store five records.

LEGACY P/N PART ID DESCRIPTION RETAIL

7-3000 1162618 AlcoCheck FC90  $99.00

7-3003 1164610 AlcoCheck Mouth Piece, Pack of 100  $40.75

LEGACY P/N PART ID DESCRIPTION DRUG PROFILE RETAIL
7-7100 1161780 4 panel test cup COC, MET, OPI, THC  $147.39 

7-7101 1161781 5 panel test cup AMP, COC, MET, OPI, THC  $166.90 

7-7102 1161782 6 panel test cup AMP, BZD, COC, MET, OPI, THC  $192.91 

7-7105 1161784 10 panel test cup AMP, BAR, BZD, COC, MET, MTD, OPI, OXY, PCP, THC, and ph/SG/OX  $241.32 

7-7106 1161785 12 panel test cup AMP, BAR, BUP, BZD, COC, MDMA, MET, MTD, OPI300, OXY, PPX, THC  $284.84 

DrugCheck products are ONLY sold in cases of 25.

LEGACY P/N PART ID DESCRIPTION DRUG PROFILE RETAIL

7-7121 1164289 SalivaScan OFD, 6 tests AMP, BZD, COC, MET, MTD, THC  $231.29 

7-7122 1164292 SalivaScan OFD, 7 tests AMP, BUP, BZD, COC, EDDP, MTD, OPI  $246.84 

7-7123 1164268 SalivaScan OFD, 8 tests AMP, BUP, BZD, COC, MET, OPI, OXY, THC  $262.65 

7-7124 1164269 SalivaScan OFD, 9 tests AMP, BUP, BZD, COC, EDDP, MET, OPI, OXY, THC  $278.21 

7-7125 1164270 SalivaScan OFD, 10 tests AMP, BAR, BZD, COC, MET, MTD, OPI, OXY, PCP, THC  $294.02 

DrugCheck products are ONLY sold in cases of 25.
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Freshplates™

Freshplates are 12-unit spot plates for use in forensic  
laboratories when performing color spot tests. They are 
resistant to acids but not to solvents, such as chloroform or 
acetone. Freshplates are lightweight, disposable, unbreakable 
and fresh, which means there are no possible contaminants to 
interfere with the examination of suspect drugs.

9001 Freshplates, 500 per Carton .............................$89.15

Secure Seal™ Tamper-Indicating Bags
These Tamper Indicating Bags are designed to offer complete security and 
documentation for evidence collection. The unique adhesive of these bags will, if 
tampered with, display the word VOID across the permanent adhesive strip. Each 
bag features check boxes for evidence, found property and safekeeping, making 
it a versatile solution for any type of property that needs to remain secure. The 
see-through material features a large block of white, so any writing on the bag is 
highly visible. Each pack includes 100 individual bags.

BD3002-1 Small Bags 6”W x 8”L (15cm x 20cm), Pack of 100 ............$44.50
BD3001-1 Medium Bags 9”W x 12”L (23cm x 31cm), Pack of 100 .....$53.95
BD3000-1 Large Bags 12”W x 16”L (31cm x 41cm), Pack of 100 .......$70.61

Tamper Guard® Evidence Tape
Unique Tamper-Indicating Tape Provides a Secure Seal 
on Nearly Any Surface
Virtually impossible to violate, Tamper Guard Evidence Tape outperforms 
all evidence tapes and is ideal for anchoring and sealing today’s exotic 
plastics and other finishes. Each roll is printed in safety orange using a 
special dye that will bleed and smear if it comes into contact with most 
solvents, and is printed on a thin acrylic stock that tears easily. A superior 
adhesive, and minute saw-tooth edges along both sides of the tape, 
leave signs of tampering. Easy to write on, this tape is ideal for sealing 
evidence or for secure storage of nearly any item. Each roll measures 
1.25”W x 84’L (3.1cm x 25m).

BD2100 Tamper Guard Evidence Tape ......................... $16.99

Compact Scale
The compact design of this scale makes it easy to carry in your pocket, 
bag or briefcase, and measurements can be done even in extremely 
cramped conditions. Features include selectable weight unit (grams or 
ounces), one-touch tare function, auto power-off to conserve battery 
life, large LCD display, backlight function, one-touch calibration and a  
protective cover, which can be used as a weigh pan. It even includes  
two AAA batteries and 100g calibration weight! 
5.29oz/ 15g 0.01oz / 0.1g

HJ-150 Compact Scale .....................................................$85.80
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EVI-PAQ® Cut-Out ID Tents
Each marker has two 3”x 3” (7.6cm x 7.6cm) surfaces and a third horizontal 
surface that has a distinctive 1.75” (4.4cm) cut-out printed with a useful  
L-shaped metric reference scale that can be used to frame evidence and 
act as a photographic reference. Each scale has a set of photo cross hairs to 
help correct parallax and each ID Tent has a centered hole for wall mounting 
or elevated field use. Crime scene flags or sticks may be used to anchor 
the markers in unstable conditions and provide additional visibility to the 
tent. The Cut-Out ID Tents are made of durable plastic and are stackable for  
compact, easy storage.

Disposable Cut-Out ID Tents 
Inexpensive and Versatile Evidence Marking Solution
EVI-PAQ® has taken the greatest features of its signature Disposable  
Evidence Markers and Cut-Out ID Tents and created a hybrid no CSI 
should be without … the Disposable Cut Out ID Tent. This low cost, 
highly-flexible evidence marker can be used to identify a wide variety 
or evidence with its integrated metric scales. The reversible white and 
yellow faces provide multiple options when marking and photographing 
evidence. 

Blank faces provide flexibility for creating an endless variety of number 
or letter sequences to mark large quantities of evidence. Tents mark 
easily and permanently with standard markers.

• Made from heavy duty card stock
• Cut-out design simplifies measurements of shell casings and other 

small evidence
• Dual face markers with metric scales
• Sold in packs of 100 tents

IDTC-DISTENT Disposable Cut-Out ID Tents,  
 Pack of 100 ...........................................$38.96

IDTC-A26Y Yellow Cut-Out ID Tents, A to Z $53.96
IDTC-AA26Y Yellow Cut-Out ID Tents, AA to AZ $55.59
IDTC-0120Y Yellow Cut-Out ID Tents, 1 to 20 $45.39
IDTC-2140Y Yellow Cut-Out ID Tents, 21 to 40 $45.39
IDTC-4160Y Yellow Cut-Out ID Tents, 41 to 60 $45.39
IDTC-6180Y Yellow Cut-Out ID Tents, 61 to 80 $45.39
IDTC-8100Y Yellow Cut-Out ID Tents, 81 to 100 $45.39
IDTC-Y Yellow Replacement Tent, Specify Imprint $3.21
IDTC-0100Y Yellow, 1-100 with Case $193.24
IDTCK-0160Y Yellow, 1-60 with Case $137.50

PATENTED
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EVI-PAQ® Standard ID Tents
The standard version of our patented ID tents includes a flat, lower 
piece with a metric scale, ideal for reference in scene photography. 
A hole at the tip of the base can be used to hang the scale from 
a vertical surface, and a hole through the center of the tent can 
be used to add additional visibility to the tent and anchor it to the 
ground with a crime scene flag. Standard ID Tents are available in 
yellow, in your choice of numbers or letters.

IDT-A26Y Yellow Standard ID Tents, A to Z $53.70
IDT-0120Y Yellow Standard ID Tents, 1 to 20 $43.35
IDT-2140Y Yellow Standard ID Tents, 21 to 40 $43.35
IDT-4160Y Yellow Standard ID Tents, 41 to 60 $43.35
IDT-6180Y Yellow Standard ID Tents, 61 to 80 $43.35
IDT-8100Y Yellow Standard ID Tents, 81 to 100 $43.35
IDT-BLNKY Yellow Blank ID Tents, Pack of 10 $23.46
IDT-Y Yellow Replacement Tent, Specify Imprint $3.21
IDT-0100Y Yellow, 1-100 with Case $147.86
IDTK-0160Y Yellow, 1-60 with Case $137.70

ID Tent Carrying Case
This versatile ID Tent Carrying Case is perfect to keep your ID tents 
looking new. The standard case holds up to 60 of our Cut-Out or 
Standard ID Tents. The case features an adjustable shoulder strap 
and is made of a durable, bright yellow Cordura fabric.

Dimensions:
Standard — 9.5”L x 6”W x 4”H (24cm x 15cm x 10cm)

MRK-CSE ID Tent Carrying Case (1–60 ID Tents) .....$31.77

NOTE:  
Case does not 
include ID Tents.

Disposable ID Tents
These ID tents were developed by EVI-PAQ® to be an inexpensive,  
disposable and flexible way to mark evidence. They are perfect for 
use at bloody crime scenes. Simply discard the markers after use. 
No clean-up is necessary. Mark each ID tent with any information 
pertaining to evidence. A large “P” and “L” have been printed on  
each side of the marker to indicate that the item has been  
photographed and logged prior to collection. Reference scales 
along the bottom edges in both metric and inches make evidence  
documentation simple. The sturdy cardboard construction and  
unique center brace ensure that each ID tent remains standing  
and doesn’t sag. For additional stability, the brace has a perforated  
hole in the center where evidence marker flags can be placed, 
anchoring the Disposable ID Tent to the ground. A new updated 
design features easy-to-fold sections right above the scale so you 
can convert the scale to be flat against the surface. The scale at the 
bottom now goes to the edge for better measurements against 
evidence. Also available in yellow.

IDT-DISTENT Disposable ID Tents, White,  
 Pack of 100 ..................................... $28.41
IDT-DISTENTY Disposable ID Tents, Yellow,  
 Pack of 100 ..................................... $30.04
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Flat Type Markers
IDFC-A26Y Flat-Type Markers, A to Z ..............................$25.35 
IDFC-0120Y Flat-Type Markers, 1 to 20 ............................$15.85 
IDF-D16Y Flat-Type Markers, Arrows (3 North) ...............$6.73

First Response Evidence Markers
Clearly mark potential evidence with these unique first response 
markers. Ideal for the first responder at a crime scene, evidence 
can be marked quickly to prevent its movement or destruction prior 
to documentation and collection. These will not blow away in windy 
conditions and are available in two highly visible colors (fluorescent 
orange and fluorescent yellow). The two colors allow investigators 
to differentiate between categories of evidence, such as cartridge 
casings or different types of shoe patterns. These are made from 
thick, rubber-like vinyl that’s durable and easy to clean. The compact 
size fits easily in a pocket or crime scene kit. Available in packs of 20.

FRM-1 Fluorescent Orange Markers, Pack of 20 ...................$19.97
FRM-2 Fluorescent Yellow Markers, Pack of 20 .....................$19.97

Multi-Color Marking Flags
Designed for use with ID Tents or Versa-Cones, these bright multi-colored flags are 
ideal for pre-marking evidence. Choose between blank flags with plastic posts or 
metal-stem flags pre-printed with “Evidence — Do Not Touch” on them.

Blank Marking Flags with Plastic Posts
MF-RD Red Marking Flags, Pack of 100 ...........................$16.88
MF-YL Yellow Marking Flags, Pack of 100 .......................$16.88

Printed (Evidence - Do Not Touch) Marking Flags with Metal Posts
3-5031 Yellow Marking Flags, Pack of 100 .......................$17.24
3-5032 Orange Marking Flags, Pack of 100 ......................$17.24

34

6-8026 Photo Evidence Letters A to Z $81.13
6-8020 Photo Evidence Numbers 1 to 20 $71.61
6-8021 Photo Evidence Numbers 21 to 40 $71.61
6-8022 Photo Evidence Numbers 41 to 60 $71.61
6-8023 Photo Evidence Numbers 61 to 80 $71.61
6-8024 Photo Evidence Numbers 81 to 100 $71.61
6-8003 Replacement Marker (specify number or letter) $6.63
6-8025 A-Frame Carry Bag $20.35

Photo Evidence Markers 
Lightning Powder® photo evidence letters and numbers are ideal for outdoor 
and large scene photography, for marking where each piece of evidence is 
found. The large-format markers are 7.25”L x 4.5”W (18.4cm x 11.4cm)  
and are made of a durable yellow plastic with a matte finish and black  
numbers. The A-frame style allows the numbers to nest for compact  
storage. Ridges on the edge of each marker ensure that the markers will 
not get scratched or stick together when stacked. Small letters or numbers 
in the corner of each marker are for close-up photography purposes.

•  Numbers now offered in most popular 20 unit increments 
•  Nylon storage bag fits 20 Photo Evidence Markers for easy  
 transportation and storage

Receive this sturdy carry bag 
FREE with each set purchased!
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Pre-Numbered Versa-Cones
Get our popular Versa-Cones pre-printed with numbers on all 
four sides. Because a number appears on each face, you can 
easily capture all desired photo angles without stopping to re-
position the cone. Designed not to move, slide or tip-over even 
in extremely windy conditions, the Versa-Cones aid in marking 
multiple categories of evidence. Holes in the top of each cone 
can be used for crime scene flags. Versa-Cones are stackable, 
compact and durable.

Choose your preferred color by adding it’s corresponding 
letter to the end of the part number below: (ie. VCN-0120G)
G = Green Y = Yellow

Versa-Cone Weighted Bases
Ensure Your Versa-Cones Don’t Shift Position
These convenient bases simply slide over the bottom of any  
EVI-PAQ® Versa-Cone. Once in place, the heavy steel base  
prevents the Versa-Cone from being moved or knocked over in 
poor weather conditions. 

VCN-BASE Versa-Cone Weighted Bases, Pack of 10 ......$46.36

Mark evidence at night using our unique Evi-Lites. Activate the  
light with a simple twist and place next to evidence or under a  
cone or marker. Evi-Lites are waterproof and submersible for use 
in wet or shallow water conditions. Available in red and white,  
each light provides up to 48 hours of illumination and uses two  
standard CR2032 watch batteries (included). Each light measures 
1.25“ (3.1cm) in diameter and is  1” (2.5cm) high.

EL-RD Red Evi-Lites, Pack of 10 .......................$22.59
EL-RD-CASE Red Evi-Lites, Case of 50 ....................$106.03
EL-WHT White Evi-Lites, Pack of 10 ...................$22.59
EL-WHT-CASE White Evi-Lites, Case of 50 .................$106.03

6” Orange Evidence Cones
These cones provide a CSI with a great way to mark evidence for 
documentation and collection. 6” high-visibility orange cones have a 
6”square base for exceptional stability, even in windy conditions or 
on rough ground. All cones are numbered 1–10 and 11–20 in each 
set. Cones come complete with a convenient, nylon carrying bag.

• High visibility orange cones are easy to see and photograph
•  Convenient 1–20 number sequence (1.5” high black numbers)
•  Flexible vinyl material is strong and durable
• Easy to clean contamination with bleach solution
•  Cones stack to minimize storage in vehicles
•  Nylon storage bag included

8-8050 Orange Evidence Cones, Set of 1–10 .............. $74.46
8-8051 Orange Evidence Cones, Set of 11–20 ............ $74.46

VCN-0120 Versa-Cones Numbered from 1 to 20 $77.96
VCN-2140 Versa-Cones Numbered from 21 to 40 $77.96
VCN-4160 Versa-Cones Numbered from 41 to 60 $77.96
VCN-6180 Versa-Cones Numbered from 61 to 80 $77.96
VCN-8100 Versa-Cones Numbered from 81 to 100 $77.96
VCN-AZ Versa-Cones Lettered A-Z, Yellow $99.87

Blank Versa-Cone Kits
Each Versa-Cone Kit includes 20 Versa-Cones in your choice of 
color and 40 Reflective Circles in the same color. A Multi-Color 
Kit is also available with five of each Versa-Cone color (excluding 
white) and 10 of each color Reflective Circle.

VCK-GR Green Versa-Cone Kit $68.62
VCK-RD Red Versa-Cone Kit $68.62
VCK-YL Yellow Versa-Cone Kit $68.62
VCK-BL Blue Versa-Cone Kit $68.62
VCK-WHT White Versa-Cone Kit $68.62
VCK-MC Multi-Color Versa-Cone Kit $68.62
VCN-BAG Versa-Cone Carrying Bag $14.42
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48” Evidence Marking Poles 
Tallest Evidence Markers Available for Crime Scene Work
These unique pole markers are the tallest evidence markers available in the 
market. They are perfect for marking evidence locations in rough terrain, 
including ditches, high grass, scrub brush, sand dunes, landfills, and culverts. 
They are also ideal for use in snow drifts, creeks, retention ponds and other 
low-water situations. Bright colors and durable material makes them easy 
to clean and re-use on many crime scenes. Each pole includes a 10” white 
reflective tape band near the top of the pole for enhanced visibility. The  
Evidence Marking Poles are packed in a convenient nylon carry bag.

• 48” pole markers offered in both safety orange and safety yellow colors
• Fluorescent tape band at top of post increases visibility in low light conditions
• Metal cap prevents damage during installation
• Lightweight and durable fiberglass poles
• Poles are easy to clean with standard cleaning products
• Packaged in durable black nylon drawstring bag for easy transportation  

and storage

EP-OR-K 48” Evidence Poles, Orange, Set of 10 .................... $40.77
EP-YL-K 48” Evidence Poles, Yellow, Set of 10 ..................... $40.77
EP-OR Replacement Evidence Pole, Orange, Each ............... $3.50
EP-YL Replacement Evidence Pole, Yellow, Each ................ $3.50
RODBAG-SM Replacement Nylon Storage Bag .............................. $15.25

Disposable Evidence Pole Cards
These Disposable Evidence Pole Cards were designed for use with our 48” 
Evidence Marking Poles. The cards provide an easy way to mark, photograph 
and log specific evidence locations. The 4”W x 6”L cards are made from 
heavy cardboard stock, which are perfect on which to write. White and yellow 
card faces give a CSI flexibility in identifying specific evidence types and aid in  
capturing photographic records of the scene. Blank cards provide flexibility for 
creating an endless variety of number or letter sequences. The cards mark easily 
and p ermanently with standard permanent markers.   

EP-PC Disposable Evidence Pole Cards, Pack of 100 ............$20.76

• 4”W x 6”L cards are easy to see, even in difficult terrain or weather conditions
• White and  yellow card faces provide multiple marking options. Pre-printed 

markings facilitate control on logging and photographing evidence.

Spray Chalk
Similar in composition to regular chalk, Spray Chalk is the ideal crime 
scene marking solution. When applied to a surface, it leaves a bright, 
easily visible and non-permanent fluorescent mark behind. Spray Chalk 
will adhere to nearly any surface, including asphalt, concrete, brick, 
wood, grass and metal. Spray Chalk is applied similar to a can of spray 
paint. However, when finished, it simply washes off with water.

CHLKS-RD Spray Chalk, Fluorescent Red, 3oz ..............$8.93
CHLKS-YL Spray Chalk, Fluorescent Yellow, 3oz ..........$8.93

Reflective Chalk
Reflective Chalk can be used to create reflective markings which can 
be illuminated by photoflash or flashlight. This chalk is perfect for 
illuminating the location of evidence that would not normally show in 
night-time photography, or for use at accident investigations to indicate 
skid marks and highlight relevant debris. Simply draw any desired marks 
with the fluorescent yellow chalk and photograph normally. The chalk 
will reflect a bright white.

CHLK-1  Reflective Chalk, 3 Sticks ................................ $17.66

36
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Adhesive ID Marker Kit
The Adhesive ID Marker Kit is an essential tool for clearly identifying physical evidence at a crime scene.Each marker has a bold 20mm 
scale, adding perspective and a point of reference to photographs. Each marker is 1”W x 1.375”H (2.5cm x 3.5cm) with a non-glare matte 
finish. Ideal for use with EVI-PAQ® First Response Evidence Markers, each kit includes 50 sheets of letters or numbers, as well as several 
pages of arrows and blank markers. 

AMB-COMBO Adhesive ID Marker Kit, Combo ......................................... $75.27 
AMLS-CR AMB Complete Refill .......................................................... $45.44
AMLS-HUR AMB High Use Refill — A–E, 1–5, Blank and Arrows ......... $30.24

151311 9 7 5 3 1
141210 8 6 4 2N

97531
864210

6-8010

6-80166-8015

Adhesive Number and Arrow Booklets
Bound in booklets of 25 sheets of numbers or arrows, each number is backed with a 
low-tack adhesive, meaning you can place the markers on evidence and later remove 
it without marking the surface. The Photo Numbers booklets come in both large and 
small numbers. The Small Adhesive Numbers booklet contains the numbers 1–15 and 
one “North” arrow on each page. Each marker is .75” (1.9cm) high. The Large Adhesive 
Numbers are approximately 2" (5.1cm) high and include the numbers 1–10. The adhesive 
Arrows are approximately  .75” (1.9cm) from point to base. In each book, there are seven 
arrows which are .3125” (.8cm) wide and eight which are  .75” (1.9cm) wide, as well as 
a “North” arrow.

6-8015 Small Adhesive Numbers Booklet ....................................................$17.11
6-8010 Large Adhesive Numbers Booklet ....................................................$17.11
6-8016 Adhesive Arrows Booklet .................................................................$11.48
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Inch L-Shaped Scale
Similar in shape to the ABFO No. 2 Photomacrographic Scale, this scale 
is printed with inch markings instead of metric. It is made from the  
same heavy, laminated plastic and has the same non-glare finish. 
Circles with crosshairs are printed on each corner to assist in correcting  
parallax. There are alternating black and white bars to allow for 
measurements of grossly over- or under-exposed photographs, and 
there are bars of approximate 18 percent gray scale for color corrections.

6-3886 Inch L-Shaped Scale ........................................... $5.72

“Bureau” Reference Scale
Made to rigid FBI specifications, the “Bureau” scale set contains a  
15cm x 30cm L-Shaped scale and a 15cm straight scale. The scale set 
provides maximum contrast by featuring black markings on a white 
background on one side, and white markings on a black background 
on the reverse. Alternating black and white bands provide an excellent 
visual reference from a distance, and crosshairs at each end provide a 
means for checking and correcting perspective distortion. The L-shaped 
scale is rigid and will always provide an exact 90 degree scale.

6-3880 Bureau Reference Scale Set .................................$12.81
6-3882 Clear Bureau L Scale 6” ruler not included) ..........$18.04

Hinged L-Reference Scale
This unique, two-sided metric scale can be folded for easy storage or used as a straight scale. 
The short arm of the scale can be adjusted to any angle, providing versatility. The two-tone color 
scheme provides maximum contrast for any photographic situation. One face is white with black 
markings. The reverse face is black with white markings. Alternating black and white bands provide 
contrast at a distance. Neutral gray bars assist in color correction, and crosshairs at each end provide 
photogrammetry corrections.

R-0029 Hinged L-Reference Scale ................................$10.59

Vinyl Photo Scales
Ideal for use in evidence photos, these 6”L (15.2cm) 
vinyl scales are available in white, gray and 
yellow for ideal contrast in nearly any situation. 
Measurements are in both inches and millimeters  
and crosshair circles at each end assist in 
photogrammetry corrections. The flat color and  
non-glare plastic reduce reflections. A blank area in 
the center of each scale can be used to write initials, 
case number or other pertinent information. We  
can also customize these scales to include your 
agency information on the back. Contact your local 
Forensics Source Customer Care representative for a 
quote and more information on customization.

6-3817 Yellow with Black Printing,  
 Pack of 10 ......................................$9.08
6-3811 Gray with Black Printing,  
 Pack of 10 ......................................$9.08
6-3810 White with Black Printing,  
 Pack of 10 ......................................$9.08
6-3815 Yellow, Gray and White (4 of each color), 
 Pack of 12 ....................................$12.84

6-3810

6-3811

6-3817
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The Authorized ABFO No. 2 Photomacrographic Scale
Designed by the American Board of Forensic Odontology (ABFO), this scale has become the standard for 
bitemark measurement and photography. The incorporation of three circles is useful in helping to compensate 
for distortion resulting from oblique camera angles. Graduations are all metric except for the width of the legs, 
which are 1" (2.5cm) wide. The 1cm division lines are traced and extended across the photographic print to 
grid an image. Measurements within the image are then made relative to these inscribed 1cm grid lines to 
compensate for any distortion resulting from non-parallelism between the film and the object planes.

Specifications
• Rigid, 1mm thick L-shaped laminated plastic
• Millimeter markings accurate to 0.1 mm or better
• Overall size is 4”W x 4”L  (10.5cm x 10.5cm)
• Gray areas have a reflectance value of approximately 18 percent
• Alternating black and white bars (1cm) permit measurements from  
 grossly over- and under-exposed photographs

6-3875 ABFO No. 2 Scale ..........................................................$4.19

Fluorescent L-Shaped Scale
Designed for use with a Forensic Light Source or ultraviolet lamp, 
this fluorescent L-shaped scale is ideal for photographing evidence 
at such as latent prints developed with fluorescent dyes or powders, 
or for photography of fluorescing body fluid stains at crime scenes 
or on evidence. Inch markings are printed with fluorescent ink 
on a heavy, matte card stock. Alternating bars every inch help 
to identify measurements in grossly over- or underexposed 
photographs. The L-shape of the scale and the crosshairs at each 
end provide lines of reference for the measurements and ensure 
the scale is parallel with the film plane.

6-3885 Fluorescent L-Shaped Scale, Pack of 5 .............. $12.94

The Only Scale  
Authorized by ABFO!

Photo Identifier Card
Each time you document a crime scene, the first shot should be of a 
card listing the case number, date and photographer. Each of these 
Photo Identifier Cards has a grayscale, a color scale and spaces 
for writing necessary case information. Perfect for matching the 
grayscale and color bars for color-accurate photographs.

6-3870 Large Photo Identifier Card, 8.5” x 11”  
 (21.6cm x 28cm), Pad of 25 ........................... $14.42
6-3871 Small Photo Identifier Card, 4” x 5.375”  
 (10.2cm x 13.7cm), Pad of 25 .......................... $7.37 
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20mm Adhesive Photo Scales
Available in rolls of 150 and 250, these small, 20mm scales are ideal 
for one-to-one and macro photography. Although the scales come 
on a roll, each 20mm scale is a separate unit, making them easy to 
detach and use. The adhesive is non-permanent, so the scale may 
be applied to any surface, including paper and removed without 
damaging the surface.

6-3820 20mm Photo Scales, Roll of 150 ..................... $8.83
AM-20MM 20mm Photo Scales, Roll of 250 ...................$10.93

6-3820

AM-20MM

Continuous Tape Photo  
Evidence Scale
This adhesive photo evidence scale measures millimeters on one 
edge and inches on the other. Each 1”W x  30’L (2.5cm x 9.1m)  
roll features a repeating pattern every 12” (30.5cm). The adhesive 
is non-permanent so that you can apply the scale and remove  
it without damaging the item. Alternating black bands throughout the 
scale provide better visualization in distance photography.

6-3855 Continuous Tape Photo Evidence Scale ..............$8.42

Magnetic Ruler (vinyl)
These 6” (15.2cm) vinyl magnetic stock scales are ideal for placement 
on nearly any metallic surface. Unlike some adhesive scales, 
magnetic scales won’t leave any adhesive residue on the item, and 
are cleanable and reusable.

R-0023 White Magnetic Ruler, Each ............................. $5.80

Photomacrographic Scales
Available in 5cm and 10cm lengths, these small scales are ideal for 
close-up photography. Because these scales will be used for evidence 
photography, our name does not appear on the front to distract from 
your photo. Any case information can be written directly on the scale 
with a ball-point or felt-tip pen. A piece of frosted tape can be placed 
across the scale before writing on it, if you wish to reuse the scale. 
They are printed on matte white, non-reflective rigid plastic.

6-3822 5cm Photomacrographic Scales, Pack of 10 ..... $7.38
6-3823 10cm Photomacrographic Scales, Pack of 10 ... $9.33

Adhesive Photo Evidence Scales
This scale is printed on flat white, gray, or black adhesive-backed paper 
with a peel-away backing. These 2” (50mm) scales are printed with inch 
markings on one edge and metric markings along the opposite edge. For 
photos on horizontal surfaces, just lay the scale in the scene. For vertical 
surfaces such as bullet holes or blood spatter on walls, peel the backing 
off and adhere the ruler to the surface. These scales have non-permanent 
adhesive so they can be easily removed from evidence without damage. 
The scales are individually cut and packaged in quantities of 50. White 
scales are also available on an extra-large roll of 150.

6-3848 Black Scales w/White printing, Pack of 50 .................$6.89
6-3849 Gray Scales w/Black printing, Pack of 50 ....................$6.89
6-3850 White Scales w/Black printing, Pack of 50 .................$6.89
6-3851 White Scales w/Black printing, Roll of 150 .............. $11.09
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Large-Number Photo Scale 
Tape
This non-permanent adhesive tape has large numbers printed in a 
repeating 12” (30.5cm) pattern. Alternating black bands are printed 
on every other 12” (30.5cm) segment, providing an easy visual 
reference from a distance. Printed on a bright yellow, non-glare stock, 
the tape is easy to photograph and can be removed from nearly any 
surface without damage. Each roll is  30’L x 1.25”W (9.1m x 3.2cm).

6-3856 Large-Number Photo Scale Tape ..................$10.53 

Extra-Large Folding Scale
Recently updated for additional versatility, our Extra-Large Folding 
Scale features metric measurements (meters and centimeters) 
on one side and imperial measurements (feet and inches) on the 
other. Ideal when photographing walls and floors where height 
and distance need to be documented, the scale extends nearly 
8’ (2.5m). It is printed on a durable, yellow plastic stock with 
bold black markings. The ruler is articulated and folds for easy 
storage. It is printed with zero at the base and can be set against 
a wall without compensating for added markings at the bottom. It 
cleans up with soap and water and can be decontaminated with 
a 10 percent bleach solution.

6-3828 Extra-Large Folding Scale.............................$35.49

3-Part Folding Scale
Designed for versatility, 3-Part Folding Scales feature L-shaped 
configurations on one face, measuring 12” (30cm) in the X plane 
and 24” (60cm) along the Y plane. The opposite face features a 
36” (90cm) vertical straight scale with alternating black and yellow 
bands for maximum contrast at a distance. The articulated scale 
folds neatly in 12” (34cm) segments. The scale may be hung by a 
hole at the top of the scale. Made of rigid plastic, it can be cleaned 
with soap and water or decontaminated with a 10 percent bleach 
solution. This is an ideal scale for photography of shoe and tire 
impressions.

6-3830 3-Part Folding Scale, Inches ........................ $15.35
6-3835 3-Part Folding Scale, Metric ........................ $14.42

Horizontal/Vertical Scale
Featuring both horizontal and vertical markings, these 12” (30.5cm) 
scales are printed with bright yellow and black numbers and markings. 
The horizontal side has numbers printed from left to right. On the 
vertical side, numbers are printed from top to bottom.

Both sets of scales feature a hole in the top edge and may be used 
for hanging the scale.

12” (30cm) Scale
These scales are 12” (30cm) long with metric measurements on 
them. One side has the numbers printed horizontally, from left to 
right. The other side has the numbers printed vertically, from top 
to bottom.

6-3831 Horizontal/Vertical Scale, Pack of 5 ............... $23.92
6-3836 12” (30cm) Scale, Pack of 5 .......................... $11.53

6-3836

6-3831
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Compact Photo Documentation Kit
Here is a small kit with just the essentials for general and close-up 
photography of evidence and crime scenes.

1 — Polypropylene Box, 10.375”L x 4.5”W x 1.6875”H  
 (26.4cm x 11.4cm x 28.1cm)
• Small adhesive numbers booklet
• Adhesive arrows booklet
• Roll of continuous photo evidence tape
• 20mm scales, roll of 150
• Two ABFO photomacrographic scales
• Roll of 2” (5.1cm) adhesive scales
• 6” (15.2cm) rulers, assorted colors, 12-pack
• .75”W x 12’L (2cm x 3.7m) measuring tape
• Adhesive white scales, roll of 150

6-3001 Compact Photo Documentation Kit .................. $89.96

Basic Photo Documentation Kit
This kit includes the compact kit above, as well as additional equipment to 
help you document medium to large crime scenes and traffic accidents.

1 — Polypropylene Box, 14.375”L x 8”W x 7”H  
 (36.5cm x 20.3cm x 17.8cm)
• Crime scene photo markers 1–15
• Folding evidence scale
• Large adhesive numbers booklet 
•  .5”W x 100’L (1.3cm x 30.5m) industrial tape measure

1 — Compact Photo Documentation Kit (Part #6-3001)
• Small adhesive numbers booklet
• Adhesive arrows booklet
• Roll of continuous photo evidence tape
• 20mm scales, roll of 150
• Two ABFO photomacrographic scales
• Roll of 2” (5.1cm) adhesive scales
• 6” (15.2cm) rulers, assorted colors, 12-pack
• .75”W x 12’L (2cm x 3.7m) measuring tape
• Adhesive white scales, roll of 150

6-3002 Basic Photo Documentation Kit ...................... $304.87

Master EVI-PAQ®  
Photo Documentation Kit
This comprehensive photo documentation kit includes everything needed  
to document the most complex crime scenes, and includes our industry  
favorite EVI-PAQ® ID Tents and Adhesive ID Marker Kit.

1 — Kit Box E, 19”L x 11.5”W x 10.5”H  
 (48.3cm x 29.2cm x 26.7cm)
• ID Tents, cut-out 1–60, yellow
• 3-part scale — metric
• 100’ tape measure
• 12’ tape measure
• Adhesive ID Marker Kit (#AMB-COMBO)
• Large photo ID card
• ID flat markers, 6 arrows (3 North)

1 — Kit Box B, 10.375”L x 4.625”W x 1.6875”H  
 (26.4cm x 11.cm7 x 4.3cm)
• Large number photo tape
• 20mm scales, roll of 150
• Two ABFO photomacrographic scales
• 2" scales, roll of 150
• 6’ rulers, assorted colors, 12-pack

PD-MAS Master Photo Documentation Kit ............. $355.95
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DW-PRO Measuring Wheel
The DW-PRO is a 12.5” diameter measuring wheel. The PRO boasts a Counter-Clear 
control mounted on the pistol grip, as well as a trigger operated brake. It is ideal for 
long distances over rough surfaces and measures up to 9,999 feet.

Other features include: 
• Balanced in-line design 
• Sealed roller bearings 
• Heavy-duty chassis
• Debris scraper
• Hi-traction tire 
• Folding handle with hefty pistol grip 
• Belt driven counter for long life and  

smooth operation 
• Measures in ft/10ths or m/dm
• Includes carrying case

4-0019 DW-PRO Measuring Wheel ...............................$178.66

DW-1000 Measuring Wheel
The DW-1000 is a 12.5” diameter professional grade measuring wheel. Ideal for long distances 
over rough surfaces and measures up to 9,999 feet.

Features include:
• Balanced in-line design
• Sealed roller bearings
• Hi-traction tire
• Folding handle with hefty pistol grip
• Belt driven counter for long life and  

smooth operation
• Measures in ft/10ths

• Includes carrying case

4-0020 DW-1000 Measuring Wheel ...............................$147.66

Specifications:
Wheel diameter: 12.5”
Tread width: .857”
Folded Length: 19”
Extended Length:  37” 
Weight:  6lbs

Specifications:
Wheel diameter: 12.5”
Tread width: .857”
Folded Length: 19”
Extended Length:  37”
Weight:  6lbs

®

300 Series Large Measuring Wheel
This measuring wheel features an all steel construction to provide heavy-duty strength and durability. The 5-digit ratchet counter 
measures up to 100,000 feet, with a convenient reset knob. A calibrated wide rubber wheel accurately measures a wide 
variety of terrain, including paved and unpaved surfaces. Safety-Glo color makes the wheel easy to find in a vehicle or at the 
crime scene. An insert-and-Lock handle makes the unit compact and easy to transport and store. The wheel stand keeps 
the wheel upright when it is not in use.

Specifications
Model: 4-0017
Measure Units: ft/In
Counter Limit: 100,000’
Wheel Circumference: 3ft
Folded Dimensions: 22”
Extended Dimensions: 41”
Shipping Weight: 6lbs 

4-0017 Standard Measurement .................................$144.75

Distance Measuring Wheels
Distance measuring wheels automatically record measurements line-to-line, wall-to-wall, 
vertically, overhead, around curves and over contours. Each has a push-button counter reset, a 
subtracting and adding counter, a telescoping handle (17– 37 inches) and weighs less than two 
pounds. Measuring wheels are available with a single wheel or with dual wheels for additional 
stability.

Single-Wheel Measuring Wheels
4-0010 Feet and inches to 1000’ ......................$53.41

Dual-Wheel Measuring Wheels
4-0012 Feet and inches to 1000’ ......................$77.92

®
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Tape Measures with Steel Blades
These tape measures feature both metric and feet/inch measurement 
markings. The 26’ (8m) tape has a clip for attaching it to your belt, waist 
band or clipboard. The 12’ (13.7m) and  26’ (8m) tapes also have an 
automatic rewind. The industrial sized  100’ (30m) tape has a hand crank 
to rewind the tape back into the unit. There is a lifetime guarantee by the 
manufacturer on the yellow, coated steel blade. 

The Pro-SL Self-Locking Tape, 36’ (11m), is self-locking with top and 
bottom brake releases, and double-sided print blades. The English/Metric 
reverse side blade reads vertically for added convenience and  versatility.

4-0401 Standard Tape Measure, .75" x 12’ ...........................$10.70
4-0421 Large Tape Measure, 1" x 26’ ...................................$18.88
4-0430 Industrial Tape Measure, .5" x 100’ ...........................$27.80
4-0422 Pro-SL Self-Locking Tape, 1” x 36’ .................................$16.30

4-0401

4-0421

4-0430
4-0422

Pocket Rods™

Available in inches or metric units, the Pocket Rod™ can be used as 
any tape measure. However, when pulled completely from its housing,  
it becomes a straight, metal reference scale that can be placed  
against a wall for reference. When set on the ground, the numbers  
read from ground level up. When you are done, simply retract the 
Pocket Rod™ tape back into its plastic housing. The Pocket Rod™ is  
6.5’ (2m) tall with black numbers on a white background on one side and 
red numbers on a white background on the other side.

6-3860 Pocket Rod™, Inches ............................................ $22.23
6-3861 Pocket Rod™, Metric ............................................ $22.23

CAD-MAT
Draw A Straight Line Every Time!
Simply slide the amazing surface under any paper and create professional looking crime scene drawings. It works perfectly 
with any clipboard or paper and is very easy to use; just slide it under your paper and draw like a pro. The proprietary 
surface geometry compels the point of your ballpoint pen, roller ball pen or mechanical pencil to travel in a straight line.

• Perfect for crime scene sketching
• Works with any standard pencil or pen
• CAD-MAT Drawing Sheet size: 8.5”W x 12.125”L (fits under standard 8.5” x 11” paper)
• Made in the USA

4-0150 CAD-MAT .............................................................. $13.26

Leica DISTO™ E7500i
The new Leica DISTO™ E7500i stands for easy and effortless outdoor distance measurement. The unique 
combination of digital Pointfinder and 360 degree tilt sensor allows measurements which are not possible 
with conventional distance meters. With the Pointfinder with 4x zoom, the Leica DISTO™ E7500i takes 
measurements with perfect accuracy and in unfavorable light conditions. This is a decisive advantage when 
working outside in sunny weather. Even if the red laser point is no longer visible, the target can be seen 
exactly on the display. Also, the laser distance meter can be used in all weather conditions, being dust-proof 
and IP65 water jet protected. It features a Smart Horizontal Mode™, height tracking, Bluetooth® Smart and a 
Free App – Leica DISTO™ sketch.

4-0073 Leica DISTO E7500i ........................................... $599.00

Sonin Multi-Measure® Combo PRO 

The Sonin Multi-Measure® is a tool for distance measuring up to 250 feet outdoors and indoors,  
and is ideal for anyone who wants fast, easy and accurate measurements without the need of an  
assistant. With an LED display to confirm the signal being received from the target, the Pro model  
computes area and volume, adds and subtracts linear measurements, and measures in feet, inches,  
fractions, meters, decimal feet and yards. It is accurate to the ¼ inch, has seven memories with easy  
recall, and auto shut-off to conserve battery life. The Sonin measures from 1’6” up to 60’ (18m) in a  
single unit mode. In a dual unit mode with target, it measures from 1’6” up to 250’ (75m). The tool 
accuracy is 99.5% +/- 1/4”(1cm). 

4-0062 Sonin Multi-Measure® Combo PRO ...................... $167.03
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Complete Crime Scene  
Diagramming Tool
ScenePD is an intuitive program that employs a large library 
of “intelligent” objects to quickly and accurately diagram any 
complex crime scene. Using the integrated Arson, Homeland 
Security and Forensic symbol sets, users can quickly and easily 
build complex floor plans. Place walls, windows, doorways and 
furnishings by simply dragging them into position. Use a “Bubble 
Man” for human body positioning, “smart” furniture like counters, 
and expanding symbols like stairs, railroad tracks and fences. 
Combined with intelligent street and intersection design tools, both 
inside and outside scenes are easily produced. In addition, precise 
diagrams can be created quickly using field measurements or raw 
measurements imported from LTI devices.

Drawings can be exported in PDF and Microsoft® PowerPoint® 
formats or printed at any scale, on a plotter or across multiple 
pages for courtroom presentations.

8-6200 ScenePD ...................................................... $398.59

Master Crime Scene Sketching Kit
The Master Crime Scene Sketching Kit is outfitted with everything needed to quickly and accurately diagram a crime scene. The included 
vinyl padfolio provides a firm writing surface, and protects the sketching templates and paper when not in use. The entire kit is stored in a 
rugged, ballistic, nylon portfolio case that includes a zippered front pocket for storing pencil, pens, business cards and other equipment. It 
also includes a shoulder strap. Kit Includes:

• Pad of Cross-Sectional Paper
• Mechanical Pencil
• Four-Piece Drafting Ruler Set  

(includes 12" ruler, 45° triangle,  
60° triangle and 180° protractor)

• General Traffic Sketching Template Set  
(Part #DT-5667)

• General Crime Scene Sketching  
Template (Part #4-0100)

• Human Figure Sketching Template  
(Part #4-0101)

• Drawing Compass
• Directional Compass
• 26’ Measuring Tape
• Vinyl Padfolio
• Ballistic Nylon Portfolio — 

15.25" H x 21.25" W x 1.25"L 
(39cm x 54cm x 3cm)

4-0112 Master Crime Scene  
 Sketching Kit .................. $214.94

Basic Traffic Sketching Kit
This basic kit provides all the components needed for traffic accident reconstruction. 
Easily stored in any vehicle, the kit is self-contained and protected in the included 
vinyl binder.

Kit includes:
• Pad of Cross-Sectional Paper
• Mechanical Pencil
• 6-inch Protractor
• General Traffic Sketching Template Set (Part #DT-5667)
• Vinyl Padfolio

4-0111 Basic Traffic Sketching Kit ................................. $45.56

 

Simple – Fast – Accurate
Easy Street Draw is designed to meet the specialized drawing 
requirements of crash scene diagramming. This program is intuitive 
and employs measurement units, concepts and terminology 
familiar to officers in the field.

Easy Street Draw was built with the field officer in mind. With a 
large library of “intelligent” objects, Easy Street Draw provides the 
necessary tools to quickly, easily and accurately create accident 
diagrams. The program is so easy to learn and use that more than 
3,500 law enforcement agencies around the world are using this 
product.

System Requirements 
The software supports Windows NT 4.0 / 2000 / XP / Vista

Hardware Requirements 
Pentium or faster processor with 40 MB disk space

8-6210 Easy Street Draw ........................................$265.20
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Pelicanw Cases
Protect Your Supplies and Equipment with a Watertight Pelican Case 

Create your own kit with these rugged, watertight cases. Available either empty, with Pick ‘N’ Pluck  foam 
and convoluted lid foam, or with adjustable compartmentalized dividers. The unique Pick ‘N’ Pluck foam is  
comprised of small connected cubes of foam, which can be removed to create a customized space for  
whatever items you need to store.

Pelican Case Features:
• Watertight, crushproof, and dust proof
• Open cell core with solid wall design adds strength and reduces weight
• O-ring seal
• Automatic Pressure Equalization Valve
• Some models available empty, filled with Pick ‘N’ Pluck foam or with adjustable dividers.
• Unconditional Lifetime Guarantee of Excellence

1120 Series Cases 
Interior Dimensions: 7.25”L x 4.75”W x 3.06”H   
(18.4cm x 12.1cm x 7.8cm)

• Stainless steel hardware
• Ideal for smaller kits and equipment, such as GPS or photography gear, 

or latent print kits

1-1120NF Empty Case ................................................ $31.28
1-1120 Case with Pick ‘N’ Pluck Foam ................... $37.72

Available in the following colors:

 Black Silver Orange Yellow  Blue OD Desert     
  Green Tan
 

1550 Series Cases
Interior Dimensions: 18.43”L x 14”W x 7.62”H  
(46.8cm x 35.5cm x 19.3cm)

• Easy-Open Double-Throw latches
• Comfortable rubber over-molded handle 
• Stainless steel hardware and padlock protectors

1-1550NF Empty Case ................................................ $164.44
1-1550 Case with Pick ‘N’ Pluck Foam................... $204.47 
1-1550D Case with Adjustable Dividers.................... $268.94

Accessories
1-1555 Padded Divider Set ..................................... $146.94

Available in the following colors:

 Black Silver Orange Yellow Blue OD Desert  
  Green Tan

Empty Storage Containers
These heavy-duty kit boxes can be used for storage or to design your own 
custom kit. Each box is made of a rigid plastic, without any clips or inserts.

1-0111 Box B, 10 .375”L x 4.625”W x 1.6875”H 
 (26.4cm x 11.7cm x 4.3cm) ......................................$7.74

1-0112G Box C, 12.125”L x 7.25”W x 4.5”H 
 (30.8cm x 18.4cm x 11.4cm) ............................. $16.33

1-0113 Box D, 14.375”L x 8”W x 7”H 
 (36.5cm x 20.3cm x 17.8cm) ..................................$28.41

1-0114 Box E, 19”L x 11.5”W x 10.5”H  
 (48.3cm x 29.2cm x 26.7cm) ..................................$52.92

1-0115 Box F, 16.375”L x 8.625”W x 7”H (41.6cm x 22cm x 17.8cm)  
 with lift-out tote tray ............................................ $38.93

B

C

D

E
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D

E

F
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1610 Series Cases
Interior Dimensions: 21.68”L x 16.62”W x 10.56”H  
(55cm x 42.2cm x 26.8cm)

• Easy-Open Double-Throw latches
• Fold-Down handles
• Stainless steel hardware and padlock protectors
• Retractable extension handle
• Strong polyurethane wheels with stainless steel bearings

1-1610NF Pelican 1610 Empty Case ...........................................$228.40
1-1610 Pelican 1610 Case with Pick ‘N’ Pluck Foam .............$312.24
1-1610D Pelican 1610 Case with Adjustable Dividers ..............$392.38

Accessories
1-1609 Lid Organizer for 1610 Series Cases ............................$38.77
Available in the following colors:

 Black OD Desert
  Green Tan

Available in the following colors:

 Black OD Desert
  Green Tan

1650 Series Cases
Interior Dimensions: 28.50”L x 17.37”W x 10.50”H  
(72.4cm x 44.1cm x 26.7cm)

• Easy-Open Double-Throw latches
• Fold-Down handles
• Stainless steel hardware and padlock protectors
• Retractable extension handle
• Four strong polyurethane wheels with stainless steel bearings

1-1650NF Pelican 1650 Empty Case ...................................... $252.20 
1-1650 Pelican 1650 Case with Pick ‘N’ Pluck Foam ....... $337.11
1-1650D Pelican 1650 Case with Adjustable Dividers ........ $482.58

Accessories
1-1659 Lid Organizer for 1650 Series Cases ....................... $40.75

1650 Series
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EVI-PAQ® Laser Trajectory Kit
Designed to be used in conjunction with or in place of 
trajectory rods, the Laser Trajectory Kit includes either 
the red BP-1 or green BP-2 Laser Trajectory Pointer. A 
laser is ideal for long distance trajectory reconstructions. 
Four co-aligned steel trajectory rods, suitable for use 
on holes produced by .32 caliber weapons and up, are 
included in the kit. Rods and lasers may be connected 
using the included stainless steel connectors. Both the 
steel rods and Laser Trajectory Pointer are co-aligned, 
meaning they always produce a straight, accurate line. 
An included EVI-PAQ® Tripod Mount allows trajectory 
lasers and rods to be placed in open space, and aimed at 

and through a bullet hole. A set of four Spacer Cones are 
included to center the rods within each bullet hole and four 

included O-rings will keep the rods from slipping.
 
EVI-PAQ® Standard Trajectory Kit
The Standard Trajectory Kit includes a set of four, co-aligned large-diameter steel trajectory rods that can be used on bullet holes down to .32 caliber. 
For smaller caliber holes, use our four-piece rod set for .22 caliber holes (part #PR-S06S). Stainless steel connectors are included. A set of four 
spacer cones and O-rings keep the rods centered and held in place in the bullet hole. A Tripod Mount and Angle Finder allow the investigator to work  
hands-free and make documentation easy and accurate.

LTRK-1 BP-1 Red Laser Trajectory Kit ............................ $452.33 TRK-CSE Trajectory Kit Carrying Case ............................. $50.39
LTRK-2 BP-2 Green Laser Trajectory Kit ........................ $476.18 TRK-1 Standard Trajectory Kit ................................... $141.17

The BP-1 Laser Trajectory Pointer
The EVI-PAQ® BP-1 Laser Trajectory Pointer is a unique Class IIIa 5mw 
laser designed specifically for trajectory investigations, and can be used 
to quickly and accurately determine the source and trajectory of bullets 
at a crime scene. Unlike a standard laser, the BP-1 Laser Trajectory 
Pointer is co-aligned with its aluminum case, meaning that the laser 
won’t “wobble” when rotated. In addition, the laser is four times more 
powerful than standard laser pointers, making it easier to photograph. 
The BP-1 is activated when a steel connector, or a trajectory rod, is 
screwed into place at its base. The BP-1 unit is powered by a pair of 
inexpensive N-size 1.5 volt alkaline batteries (included) which provide 
approximately 11 hours of continuous power-on use.
 
Using the EVI-PAQ Tripod Mount (see page 49), BP-1 lasers may be 
placed in an open space, and aimed at and through a bullet hole. BP-1 
lasers can be attached to any of the four sides of the tripod mount 
to help determine both the source and destination of the bullet. The 
tripod mount eliminates the need to have someone hold the laser, 
and when used in conjunction with the EVI-PAQ Angle Finder, makes 
documentation and reproduction accurate and simple.

BP-1 Laser Trajectory Pointer ....................................... $407.95

The BP-2 Green Trajectory Laser
The BP-2 Green Trajectory Laser is built to the same exacting standards 
as our red BP-1 Laser Trajectory Pointer. Co-aligned with its case for 
consistent accuracy when conducting trajectory reconstructions, the 
green laser beam is more visible to the eye (and camera), so it is preferred 
in bright conditions. The BP-2 is activated when a steel connector, or a 
trajectory rod, is screwed into place at its base, preventing accidental 
activation. The laser is powered by two AA batteries (included).

BP-2 Green Laser Trajectory Pointer ...............................$426.50

EVI-PAQ® Protrusion Rods 
Bright yellow for easy photography and connectable to provide sufficient 
length for trajectory measurement, rods are 18” (45.7cm) long and made 
of  .25” (.64cm) steel for durability. The rods are designed for bullet holes 
from weapons of .32 caliber and larger. They are available with two open 
ends or with one pointed end.

Small Caliber Protrusion Rod Set
Similar to the larger rods above, this set of four .1875” (.48cm) diameter 
rods are designed for use on .22 caliber holes. These rods are available in 
bright pink to distinguish between the larger diameter rods. Small caliber 
protrusion rods are fully compatible with all EVI-PAQ trajectory supplies.

PR-S06 Protrusion Rods, Pack of 4 .............................$45.41
PR-S06S Small Caliber (.22) Rods, Pack of 4 ................$26.38

Dual Trajectory Laser Holder
Designed by Rob Caunt of the Firearms Section of the Vancouver, British 
Columbia Police Department, the Dual Trajectory Laser Holder is used 
to hold two trajectory lasers in opposing directions with a high level of 
accuracy for gunshot trajectory reconstruction. The mount can also hold 
a single laser and an EVI-PAQ Angle Finder. The Dual Trajectory Laser 
Holder easily mounts on a standard tripod and can utilize either the  
EVI-PAQ BP-1 or BP-2 Laser Trajectory Pointers. Lasers are not included.

DLSR-1 Dual Trajectory Laser Holder ..............................$28.41

PR-S06 PR-S06S
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Trajectory Kit Accessories
Stainless Steel Connector (PR-00C) — Allows you to 
connect two protrusion rods together or to a tripod mount

1” (2.5cm) Tapered-Tip End Piece (PR-00E) — Can be attached 
to the end of the protrusion rod allowing the user to push 
through a damaged or difficult hole

Black Plastic Eye Connector Adapter (PR-0CE) — Allows for 
string projection from the protrusion rods

.1875” (.48cm) Stainless Steel Connector (PR-0CS) — Allows 
you to connect two .1875” (.48cm) protrusion rods, forensic 
rods, or a laser and rod together

PVC Storage Cases (#PR-CS1 and PR-CS2) — Allows you to 
carry multiple rods to your crime scenes (not shown)

PR-TM1 Tripod Mount ..................................................... $24.07
AF-1 Angle Finder ...................................................... $12.27
PR-00C Stainless Steel Connector ................................... $4.77
PR-00E 1” (2.5cm) Tapered-Tip End Piece ...................... $4.18
PR-0CE Eye Connector ..................................................... $1.95
PR-0CS .1875” (.48cm) Stainless Steel Connector ......... $0.58
PR-CS3 3 pc. Storage Tube, 1” (2.5cm) Diameter .......... $7.91
PR-SK1 Additional Spacer Cones, Set of 4 .................... $38.61 

Multi-Colored Forensic Rods
These durable, brightly colored fiberglass rods at 18” x .25”  
(45.7cm x .64cm) are an inexpensive alternative to steel trajectory 
rods. The ends of each rod are solid, so they can be used as 
penetration rods in the deceased. Rods can be centered in larger 
holes with a set of Spacer Cones (not included). The bright coloring 
won’t fade when cleaned. Each kit contains 12 rods (four pink, four 
green, four orange) and is available with or without nine plastic 
connectors. They now include a handy clear storage tube.

MCR-K Multi-Color Forensic Rod Kit  
 with Connectors ............................................ $26.74
MCR-1 Multi-Color Forensic Rod Kit  
 without Connectors ....................................... $22.33
MCR-00C Rod Connector, each ....................................... $1.01

PR-00EPR-00C

PR-0CEPR-0CS

EVI-PAQ® Photographic Fog
Used in conjunction with a trajectory laser, 
Photographic Fog helps to visualize the laser beam 
for photography. Simply spray Photographic Fog 
before taking a photograph. An extremely fine mist 
will linger in the air, making the entire beam of the 
laser visible and ready for photography. Because 
Photographic Fog is such a fine mist, it will not blur 
or obscure details in your photograph and is virtually 
invisible.

PF-1 Photographic Fog .........................$22.42

48” Fiberglass Trajectory Rods, Set of 10
These multi-colored trajectory rods are a convenient and inexpensive way to mark the trajectory of rounds through a wide variety of 
materials. These lightweight fiberglass rods work especially well when documenting trajectories in cars and large pieces of furniture.

• Long length eliminates connectors that could affect trajectory path accuracy
• Multi-colored rods make it easy to identify multiple bullet paths (available in high visibility orange and yellow only)
• Pointed tip makes it easy to insert rods into evidence
• Solid fiberglass construction provides exceptional strength and durability
• Rods accommodate all standard trajectory kit accessories
• Rods store neatly in included durable black nylon carry bag

TR48-OR-K 48” Fiberglass Trajectory Rods, Orange, Set of 10 .......................................$35.91
TR48-YL-K 48” Fiberglass Trajectory Rods, Yellow, Set of 10 .........................................$35.91
TR48-OR Replacement Trajectory Rod, Orange, Each ....................................................$2.95
TR48-YL Replacement Evidence Marking Pole, Yellow, Each .......................................$2.95
RODBAG-SM Replacement Nylon Storage Bag ...................................................................$15.25
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Trajectory String Kit
Designed based on customer feedback, our Trajectory String Kit ends 
the mess and clutter of old string storage containers. The kit features a 
hard plastic insert with spool separators, keeping the spools organized. 
Notched holes for each string port keep the strings separated during 
use, and when finished, provides a place where string can be tied down 
so that it won’t unravel during transit. Available in standard and deluxe 
configurations, both kits come in a padded, yellow nylon bag with a 
carrying strap.

Each kit includes a set of brightly colored red, green, blue, pink and orange 
nylon string spools. Each spool has over 300’ (91m) of string. In addition, 
our Deluxe Trajectory String Kit includes a 150’ (45m) spool of our special 
reflective string. Ideal for outdoor night scenes, the string reflects a bright 
white when photo-flashed or illuminated with a flashlight.

STRK-1 Trajectory String Kit ..................................... $82.01
STRK-DX Deluxe Trajectory String Kit ......................... $96.06
SK-RSRD Red Refill Spool ............................................. $9.95
SK-RSGR Green Refill Spool.......................................... $9.95
SK-RSBL Blue Refill Spool ............................................ $9.95
SK-RSPK Pink Refill Spool............................................. $9.95
SK-RSOR Orange Refill Spool........................................ $9.95

Reflective String
This string reflects bright white when photo-flashed or illuminated with 
a flashlight, and is ideal for low light areas to create a beam of light with 
string. Reflective string is a great solution for trajectory, blood spatter, tire 
tracks on dirt or evidence marking. Each spool includes 150’ (45m) of string.

SK-RSRFV Reflective String ..........................................$21.17

Adhesive Clips and Wax
Used to easily attach string to vertical surfaces, adhesive clips feature a 
colorless adhesive wax backing which can be used to adhere the clips 
to nearly any surface. Unlike tape, Adhesive Wax is removable, reusable 
and won’t leave adhesive behind. 

ADCL-1 Adhesive Clips, Pack of 10 ................................... $4.61
ADHW-1 Adhesive Wax, Pack of 6 Sticks ........................... $4.41 

Protractors
Half Protractor
The Half Protractor is ideal  for placing in corners or other tight spots that 
are inaccessible to standard protractors. It features two built-in rulers, 
a six-inch ruler on the perpendicular base and a three-inch ruler on the 
face of the protractor. Measurements go right to the bottom edge of the 
protractor, so measurements can start from the ground up.

Protractor with Laser Mount
Designed for use with our high-powered BP-1 Trajectory Laser, this 
twelve-inch protractor is used to find and photograph angles quickly and 
easily. The adjustable arm easily slides from 10 degrees to 170 degrees 
and can be locked into place once the correct angle is determined. The 
laser beam creates a consistent straight line without the possible sag of 
string, thus increasing accuracy. The protractor is also available in a kit, 
which includes both the protractor and the BP-1 Trajectory Laser.

Zero Edge 12” (30.5cm) Protractor
The Zero Edge 12” (30.5cm) Protractor enables the zero line to be placed 
directly next to the evidence for accurate measurements. It features 
large, easy-to-read markings and numbers on a non-glare surface for easy 
photography. Ideal for blood spatter and bullet trajectory investigations, it 
is a great addition to any string or trajectory kit.

PRTC-H Half Protractor .......................................................$21.17
PRTC-1 Zero Edge 12” (30.5cm) Protractor ......................$25.41
LMPR-1 Protractor with Laser Mount.................................$50.07
LPRK-1 Laser Protractor Kit (includes laser) ....................$445.04

PRTC-H

LPRK-1
LMPR-1

Elastic Trajectory String Kit 
Never Deal with Sagging Trajectory String Again
This elastic string allows the technician to take up the slack to create the 
most accurate bullet path possible. The kit includes one spool each of 
blue, green, red, pink and orange.

• Elastic string removes slack and bows from trajectory path
• Five colors support multiple bullet paths
• Fluorescent colors simplify scene photography
• Stores neatly on a plastic spool that fits neatly in the new  

Trajectory String Storage Box

ESTRK-1    Elastic String Kit ........................................$86.19
ESK-RSBL    Elastic String, Blue, 25yds (22.9m) ..........$14.74
ESK-RSGR    Elastic String, Green, 25yds (22.9m) .......$14.74
ESK-RSRD    Elastic String, Red, 25yds (22.9m) ...........$14.74
ESK-RSPK    Elastic String, Pink, 25yds (22.9m) ..........$14.74
ESK-RSOR    Elastic String, Orange, 25yds (22.9m) .....$14.74
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Bullet Catcher
The Bullet Catcher was designed as a replacement for expensive water tanks used for ballistic examinations. The chamber of the 
Bullet Catcher is filled with ballistic fibers. Unlike cotton, which is commonly used in bullet retrieval chambers, our ballistic fibers 
are non-flammable, so there is no risk of fire. The user fires a bullet into the front of the Bullet Catcher. Unlike a water chamber, the 
bullet is captured undamaged so that examinations and comparisons can be made. The Bullet Catcher is segmented into three 
compartments to simplify searching. The doors are equipped with rubber clasps that hook around a welded steel hook to prevent  
their spontaneous opening when a weapon is being fired. The front grill of the bullet catcher is bolted to the frame and is removable. 
The Bullet Catcher can be used to recover bullets from all pistols and rifles with a maximum bullet velocity of 1100m per second 
(3,609 fps). The fibers can be used to capture approximately 10,000 shots. Replacement ballistic fibers are available.

Specifications
Dimensions: 53”L x 20”W x 12”H (135cm x 51cm x 30cm)  
Weight: Approximately 110lbs (50kg)

4-2000 Bullet Catcher ..................................................$3,669.75
4-2001 Ballistic Fibers — Replacement ..........................$418.66

Handgun Bullet Catcher
This bullet catcher is a scaled-down version of our popular Bullet Catcher, designed 
specifically for recovering handgun bullets for comparative analysis. Just 26” (66cm) 
long and 64lbs (29kg), this durable device is fabricated from ballistic steel and packed 
with eight pounds of non-flammable ballistic fibers to safely trap and recover rounds 
with velocities up to 1,535fps, including the .44 Magnum. It is highly portable and 
stores out of the way when not needed to optimize working space. 

Specifications
Dimensions: 26”L x 20”W x 10”H (66cm x 51cm x 25cm)  
Weight: Approximately 64lbs (29kg)

4-2002 Handgun Bullet Catcher ...................................$1,815.65
4-2003 Ballistic Fibers — Replacement ..........................$213.52

The Bullet Catcher Water Recovery

Comparisons of bullets recovered from 
the Bullet Catcher versus water recovery

9mm Silvertip

9mm Ranger Sxt

9mm Hydrashok

Perma-Gel Test Block Kit
Perma-Gel is a new synthetic, clear, non-toxic “soft tissue” medium for 
the testing and comparison of different types of projectiles and loads, 
which is conveniently recyclable by a simple melting process. Ballisticians 
can now use this room-temperature ballistic medium that closely 
simulates cold (4°C) 10 percent ordnance gelatin without its inherent 
decomposition problems. The Standard Perma-Gel Kit includes enough 
Perma-Gel raw mixture for one large block 15.6”L x 11.4”W x 4.8”H  
(39cm x 29cm x 12cm), a melting oven and two thermometers. The 
professional level kit comes with two melting ovens, two thermometers 
and base mix for two large Perma-Gel blocks.

4-2013 Perma-Gel Large Test Block Mix .........................$134.95 
4-2012 Perma-Gel Large Test Block ................................$203.71 
4-2011 Perma-Gel Professional Test Kit ..........................$561.00 
4-2010 Perma-Gel Standard Test Kit ...............................$321.64

TRA
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Bullet Clearing Traps
Dry firing a gun is often necessary to check its status and insure all rounds have been removed. Our double-walled Clearing Trap makes this a safe 
and simple process. The trap may be used to check handguns and rifles (up to .223 and .308), with complete confidence that the trap’s armored steel 
chamber, filled with composite rubber, will safely contain any unexpected shots fired. The Action Target® Clearing Trap is perfect for shooting ranges, 
locker rooms, armories, gunsmiths and correctional facilities. 

Other clearing traps are available on the market, but at prices much higher than they need to be. The Action Target Clearing Trap costs less, but the 
lower price does not reflect the trap’s quality because it is made of the finest steel and it is designed to meet our strictest standards. Rather, it reflects 
on Action Target’s desire to provide a valuable service and give something back to the law enforcement community.

4-2020 Stand Alone Bullet Trap .......................................$456.75 
4-2021 Table-Top Bullet Trap ...........................................$313.95 

Stand Alone Clearing Trap
Size: 32”H x 26”L x 10”W
Weight: 105lbs
Handgun: Yes
Rifle: Yes (up to .223 and .308)

Table-Top Clearing Trap
Size: 12”H x 18”L x 7”W
Weight: 35lbs
Handgun: Yes
Rifle: No
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Powder Stackers 
Three Times the Convenience
Always have convenient access to the powders you use most with 
these innovative Powder Stackers. Each jar contains 2oz of our most 
popular Lightning Powder® latent print powders in a wide-mouthed jar, 
perfect for crime scene and lab use.

•	 Each jar contains 2oz of latent print powders (6oz total)
•	 Lightweight, durable plastic construction
•	 Stackers ship with tamper-proof seals to prevent spills and  

moisture damage

1-0210 Powder Stacker, Conventional  
 (Black, White, Silver/Gray) ..........................................$25.03
1-0211 Powder Stacker, Magnetic 
 (Black, White, Silver/Gray) ..........................................$38.33
1-0212 Powder Stacker, Fluorescent Red (Redwop™,  
 Black Ruby™Magnetic, Blitz-Red™ Magnetic) ............$43.59
1-0213 Powder Stacker, Green (Greenwop™, Black Emerald™  
 Magnetic, Blitz-Green™ Magnetic) .............................$43.59

Conventional
Green

Fluorescent Red

Magnetic

Disposable Latent Print Powder Packs
Featuring Lightning® fingerprint powder, these one-time-use, disposable jars of 
fingerprint powder will eliminate the possibility of cross-contaminating your current 
crime scene. Each jar of clean, fresh powder is hermetically sealed with a foil lid.

1-0301 Black Disposable Powder, .5oz (14g) ..................................... $3.41
1-0302 Black Magnetic Disposable Powder, .5oz (18g) .................... $4.14
1-0305 Bi-Chromatic™ Disposable Powder, .5oz (8g) ........................ $7.32
1-0307 White Disposable Powder, .5oz (8g) ...................................... $3.17 

Lightning Powder® Latent Print Powder Pak 
Convenient, Cost-Effective Latent Print Powder Refills
Latent Print Powder Paks from Lightning Powder are the most cost-effective refills available on the market. 
These 2oz pre-measured refills simplify decanting into standard powder jars. The durable pouch is easy to  
store and transport. The Powder Pak’s moisture-proof seal ensures the powder stays dry and clean, ready for 
immediate use in the field or in the lab. All BULK items come in packs of 25.

•	 Most cost-effective way to refill powder jars
•	 Simplifies decanting of powder into existing jars
•	 Pre-measured 2oz package fits standard jars
•	 Easy to store and transport
•	 Durable pouch prevents breakage
•	 Sealed against weather and leakage

•	 Gusseted bottom allows pouch to stand  
upright for ease of use

•	 Press-to-close zip seal for easy use/re-use
•	 Viewing window clearly shows powder color  

for quick reference

PART # DESCRIPTION COLOR PRICE

1-0001R-25 Latent Print Powder Pak Black $86.49
1-0081R-25 Latent Print Powder Pak White $86.49
1-0003R-25 Latent Print Powder Pak Silver/Gray $86.49
1-0005R-25 Latent Print Powder Pak Bi-Chromatic™ $86.49
1-0160R-25 Latent Print Powder Pak Black Magnetic $108.16
1-0161R-25 Latent Print Powder Pak White Magnetic $108.16
1-0164R-25 Latent Print Powder Pak Silver/Gray 

Magnetic
$108.16

1-0165R-25 Latent Print Powder Pak Bi-Chromatic™ 
Magnetic

$108.16

1-0050R-25 Latent Print Powder Pak Redwop™ $86.49
1-0056R-25 Latent Print Powder Pak Greenwop™ $86.49

PART # DESCRIPTION COLOR PRICE

1-0001R Latent Print Powder Pak Black $4.07
1-0081R Latent Print Powder Pak White $4.07
1-0003R Latent Print Powder Pak Silver/Gray $4.07
1-0005R Latent Print Powder Pak Bi-Chromatic™ $4.07
1-0160R Latent Print Powder Pak Black Magnetic $5.09
1-0161R Latent Print Powder Pak White Magnetic $5.09
1-0164R Latent Print Powder Pak Silver/Gray 

Magnetic
$5.09

1-0165R Latent Print Powder Pak Bi-Chromatic™ 
Magnetic

$5.09

1-0050R Latent Print Powder Pak Redwop™ $4.07
1-0056R Latent Print Powder Pak Greenwop™ $4.07

SINGLE PACK PACK OF 25 (BULK)
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“The Original” Lightning® 
Black Powder
Noted for its coal-black hue and property of adhering to the 
latent print, but not to the background surface, Lightning 
Black Powder has been used by latent print examiners and 
crime scene technicians for over 70 years. It is a heavy 
powder that will not float around in the air and “dust” the 
technician as well as the print. Lightning Black Powder is 
recommended for most general dusting situations with 
either a Zephyr® Fiberglass Brush or a camelhair brush.

1-0001 Black Powder, 2oz (34g) ........................ $6.24
1-0002 Black Powder, 16oz (211g) .................. $27.13
1-0013 Black Powder, 128oz (2.9kg) ............. $106.79

Lightning® Bi-Chromatic™ Powder
Lightning Bi-Chromatic™ Powder has the remarkable properties of appearing 
black when dusted on a light-colored surface and silver when dusted on dark-
colored surfaces. Using a Zephyr® Fiberglass Brush and Bi-Chromatic Powder, 
you can dust up to 90 percent of the surfaces found at most crime scenes. 
White backing cards are to be used with this powder.

1-0005 Bi-Chromatic Powder, 2oz (29g) ..........................$7.49
1-0006 Bi-Chromatic Powder, 16oz (151g) ....................$33.76
1-0015 Bi-Chromatic Powder, 128oz (2kg) ..................$124.75

Lightning® White Powder
For maximum contrast against a dark-colored background, Lightning White 
Powder is recommended. Use a dedicated Zephyr® Fiberglass Brush for white 
powder to avoid contamination from other colors of powder. After dusting the 
surface, lift the print the same as you would with white powder. However, when 
you lift the developed print with tape or a Lightning Lift™, place it on a black backing 
card or use a Handi-Lift™ with a black backer.

1-0081 White Powder, 2oz (34g) ............................................. $8.88
1-0084 White Powder, 16oz (210g) ....................................... $35.90
1-0085 White Powder, 128oz (1.9kg) ................................... $220.22

Lightning® Silver/Gray Powder (Aluminum Powder)

Lightning Silver/Gray Powder is recommended for use on all glass, metallic, 
highly-varnished surfaces, hard rubber, safes, or blue-steel guns. Many 
technicians prefer Silver/Gray powder due to its high sensitivity for developing 
latent prints on so many different surfaces. Lifts developed with Silver/Gray 
powder must be placed on a black backing card for optimal contrast. 

1-0003 Silver/Gray Powder, 2oz (44g) .......................................$6.54
1-0004 Silver/Gray Powder, 16oz (360g) .................................$36.42
1-0014 Silver/Gray Powder, 128oz (2.9kg) ............................$118.63
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Black Magnetic Powder
Similar in tone to our standard black latent print powder, Black Magnetic 
Powder is recommended for use in dusting glossy papers (such as 
magazine covers), tissue paper, rough or polished wood, leather,  
plastics, glass, and rubber. It works exceptionally well on plastic baggies 
after they have been treated with cyanoacrylate esters (superglue 
fumes). Powder is packaged in wide-mouth jars for easy access with a 
magnetic applicator.

1-0160 Black Magnetic, 1oz (84g) ........................ $7.73
1-0170 Black Magnetic, 16oz (951g) .................. $49.55
1-0176 Black Magnetic, 128oz (8.5kg) ............. $283.54

White Magnetic Powder
White Magnetic Powder is suggested for use on dark surfaces where 
white contrast is desired. Latent prints dusted with white powder 
must be placed on black backing cards for the highest contrast when 
photographing.

1-0161 White Magnetic, 1oz (124g) ................................$7.68
1-0171 White Magnetic, 16oz (1.2kg) ...........................$61.09
1-0179 White Magnetic, 128oz (9.9kg) .......................$387.61

Bi-Chromatic™ Magnetic Powder
Bi-Chromatic powder has the unique quality of appearing black when 
dusted on light-colored surfaces and silver when dusted on dark-colored 
surfaces. Lifted prints are always black, so only white backing cards are 
needed.

1-0165 Bi-Chromatic Magnetic, 1oz (74g). ..................... $8.77
1-0175 Bi-Chromatic Magnetic, 16oz (1.2kg) ............... $49.43
1-0178 Bi-Chromatic Magnetic, 128oz (8.3kg) ........... $283.93

Silver/Gray Magnetic Powder (Aluminum Powder)

Many technicians prefer Silver/Gray powder due to its high sensitivity 
for developing latent prints on so many different surfaces. It is an ideal 
powder for use on all glass, metallic, hard rubber and highly-varnished 
surfaces. Silver/Gray is an extremely adhesive powder which will adhere 
to many surfaces that a standard latent print powder will not. Lifted 
latent prints developed with Silver/Gray powder should be placed on 
black backing cards for the best contrast.

1-0164 Silver/Gray Magnetic, 1oz (124g) ........................$8.76
1-0174 Silver/Gray Magnetic, 16oz (1.2kg) ...................$49.45

Black Ruby™ Magnetic Powder
This powder has the same wide range sensitivity as Redwop™ 
fluorescent powder. It’s highly sensitive to a 570–590nm wavelength 
light as viewed through a red filter. The powder is unique in that it 
can be used as a standard black powder, producing dark, contrasting, 
black latent prints.

1-0190 Black Ruby,  1oz (74g) .......................................$10.98

Red Bi-Chromatic™ Powder
The Red Bi-Chromatic Powder brings contrast to dark surfaces through 
color. When this powder is dusted on light-colored surfaces, it appears 
red. This is not a fluorescent powder.

1-0009 Red Bi-Chromatic, 1oz (30g) ............................. $11.76

Lightning Metallic Powders
Available in Copper, Gold or Silver, these powders produce solid, high-definition, high-density 
fingerprint ridgelines. Their metallic base gives strong reflectance for easy photography. 
The Powders can be used with a standard Zephyr® Fiberglass fingerprint brush.

1-0082 Copper Metallic, 2oz (199g) ............................. $11.62
1-0079 Gold Metallic, 2oz (234g) ................................. $12.20
1-0107 Silver Metallic, 2oz (204g) ................................ $16.80
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Greenwop™ Fluorescent Powder
Greenwop is an excellent general-use powder. Greenwop will 
fluoresce at 254nm, and between 430nm and 515nm, with its 
highest sensitivity from 450nm to 505nm. It is especially sensitive 
to ultraviolet light sources. Separate feather dusters should be used 
for each fluorescent powder.

1-0056 Greenwop Powder,  2oz (29g) ...................... $11.78

Redwop™ Fluorescent Powder
Having the widest range of sensitivity of all our powders, it 
fluoresces under light from 254nm up to 550nm, with its highest 
sensitivity at 254nm, and between 430nm and 550nm.

1-0050 Redwop Powder, 2oz (24g) .......................... $11.76

Black Emerald™ Magnetic  
Powder
Viewed under an alternate light source or laser, Black Emerald 
will fluoresce as bright green and is extremely sensitive to long  
wavelength ultraviolet light (approx. 365nm).

1-0192 Black Emerald, 1oz (84g) .............................. $10.97

Magnetic Red Bi-Chromatic™ 
Powder
This magnetic variant of our Red Bi-Chromatic Powder is ideal 
for dusting on multi-colored surfaces and provides especially 
powerful contrast for viewing or photographing the resulting prints. 

1-0021 Magnetic Red Bi-Chromatic, 1oz (90g) .........$10.80

Blitz-Green™ Magnetic  
Fluorescent Powder
Blitz-Green Magnetic Fluorescent Powder is a highly fluorescent 
green latent print powder. It fluoresces well when viewed under 
254nm, 365nm, and 450nm, to 490nm wavelengths of light, 
but is particularly sensitive to ultraviolet wavelengths and light 
wavelengths from 540nm to 550nm.

1-0063 Blitz-Green Powder, 1oz (94g) ........................$8.03
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Blitz-Red™ Magnetic  
Fluorescent Powder
Similar in fluorescence to Redwop™ powder, our Blitz-Red Magnetic  
Fluorescent Powder fluoresces strongly when viewed under 254nm,  
365nm, 450nm to 505nm, and 550 to 590nm wavelengths of light.

1-0061 Blitz-Red Powder, 1oz (94g) ............................... $8.07

Feather Dusters
These fluffy Marabou feather dusters are ideal for large areas, and are 
recommended for use with our Fluorescent Powders. The soft feather 
tips pick up large amounts of powder and distribute it with minimal 
clean-up. Each brush features a 5” (12.7cm) wooden handle and 4” 
(10.2cm) long feathers. 

1-1031 Feather Duster, Black .................................. $10.56
1-0031 Feather Duster, White ................................. $12.30
1-0030 Feather Duster, Red ..................................... $11.86

1-00301-00311-1031
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CSIpix® Comparator  
Take Your Evidence from the Crime Scene to Courtroom Exhibits in Minutes
CSIpix Comparator software allows law enforcement personnel to process, analyze and conduct side-by-side comparison of forensic images, such 
as fingerprints, palm prints, footprints and tire treads. Unique tools reduce the time to prepare court exhibits like magnified view “bubble” charts. 
CSIpix Comparator features many automated image analysis functions, making the comparison process easier and faster. These functions include 
auto scaling, auto levels adjustment, auto perspective dewarp, and optimized image conversion from color to gray scale. All common image file types 
are supported, including JPEG, BMP, TIFF, and WSQ, as well as NIST format files.  

1-6500   CSIpix Comparator…………………………$399.00

CSIpix® Matcher  
CSIpix® Matcher is a powerful new tool based on the CSIpix® Comparator. The Matcher can be used to perform an in-depth automated comparison 
between a latent fingerprint and a tenprint card or between a latent and a known palmprint. The Matcher assists examiners with the comparison of 
a latent print to a known print by highlighting regions on the known tenprint or palm that match the features of the latent print. The latent print is also 
rotated appropriately so it lines up with the matching region of the known print. In many cases only one region is highlighted, so the examiner can 
quickly exclude non-matches or begin work on the detailed comparison.   

1-6501 CSIpix Matcher…………………………$1,995.00
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Forensics Source is proud to partner with ARRO Forensics in 
bringing the most exciting and innovative new technology in latent  
print processing and investigative process to the forensics market:  
nano-engineered powders and suspensions. ARRO is the 
world leader in the research, development and manufacture of  
nanotechnology-derived particles and services for law  
enforcement applications. Combining SALDI-TOF-MS-MS Analysis  
with nano particle enhanced Lightning Powder® generates  
significant investigative benefits in latent print interrogation  
including:

•	 Identification of contact residues, including drugs and explosives 
•	 Identification of metabolites, including nicotine, therapeutic and 

illicit drugs 
•	 Identification of biomarkers for demographic criteria, including 

age, gender and ethnicity

Working with a MALDI Spectrometer, which quickly detects  
physically contacted materials, and those consumed and  
metabolized which pass through the skin’s pores, it will be possible 
to use latent print analysis to eliminate suspects — saving time 
and money for police forensic units. These capabilities will be 
instrumental in addressing the investigative needs of crime scene 
units, homeland security and counter-terrorism agencies.

Powders

Lightning Powder Supranano is specially formulated to devel-
op latent marks on both non-porous (e.g. glass, ceramics) and  
semi-porous surfaces (e.g. plastics, nonferrous metals). These 
nano-particle enhanced powders provide 30 percent enhanced 
performance over existing powders.

•	 Smaller particle size powder develops latent marks with higher 
definition and clarity

•	 Prints can be developed up to 28 days after deposition 
•	Designed not to clump — excess powder is easily removed 

from the brush
•	 Safe to use without additional HSE requirements
•	Available in various colors and configurations for use on different 

surfaces

Suspensions

Lightning Powder suspensions with supranano particles are  
specially formulated to develop latent prints and footwear marks  
on non-porous (e.g. glass, ceramics) and semi-porous surfaces  
(e.g. plastics, nonferrous metals). Suspensions are a viable  
alternative to CNA development. They can be used after CNA  
development to stain fumed latent prints and also process prints 
not developed by the cyanoacrylate process. Suspensions also 
make it possible to develop latent prints contaminated by water.

•	 Smaller particle size than other suspensions delivers improved 
print definition 

•	Able to develop latent prints and footwear marks on a wide 
range of surfaces

•	Quick and effective application by pouring, dipping or spraying 
the item

•	No special equipment or HSE needed
•	Available in a variety of colors and fluorescents for use on  

different surfaces

NANO POWDER

COMMERCIAL POWDER

NANO SUSPENSION

Lightning Powder® Supranano™

PART # DESCRIPTION PRICE

1-0501 Black, 60ml $8.50

1-0504 White, 60ml $8.75

1-0521 Magnetic, Black, 30ml $10.25

1-0542 Fluorescent, Red, 60ml $15.50

1-0546 Fluorescent, Yellow, 60ml $15.50

1-0550 Fluorescent, Green, 60ml $15.50

1-0561 Fluorescent Magnetic, Red, 30ml $10.95

1-0564 Fluorescent Magnetic, Yellow, 30ml $10.95

1-0567 Fluorescent Magnetic, Green, 30ml $10.95

1-0580 Fluorescent Suspension, Red, 250ml $22.75

1-0581 Fluorescent Suspension, Yellow, 250ml $22.75

1-0582 Fluorescent Suspension, Green, 250ml $22.75

1-0583 Fluorescent Suspension, Black, 250ml $22.75
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Lightning Spray®  
Portable Tent
For use with our exclusive Lightning Spray 
Aerosol Fingerprint Powder, these portable 
tents are invaluable when processing 
evidence at the scene of a crime. 
Available in packs of 10, just unfold to 
create a dome, place over the suspected 
evidence for fingerprint processing, 
spray once with your choice of 
aerosol fingerprint powder, wait 10 
seconds and then lift. The tent helps  
to contain airborne powders after 
spraying. Instructions are included on 
each tent, for convenience.

1-0420  Lightning Spray Portable Tent, Pack of 10 ............. $30.51

Lightning Spray® Deluxe Kit
Our deluxe kit contains (2) cans of Black, (1) can each of White and Silver/Grey 
Lightning Spray Aerosol Fingerprint Powder, (4) each of the Lightning Spray Portable 
Tents and (4) Breeze™ Fiberglass Brushes. The White and Black powders are great 
for use on light or dark surfaces and the silver/grey powder is perfect for use on all 
glass, metallic, highly-varnished surfaces, hard rubber, safes, blue-steel guns or dark 
colored surfaces. 

1-0426  Lightning Spray Deluxe Kit ...................................$122.79

Lightning Spray® Standard Kit
The standard kit includes (1) can each of White and Black Lightning Spray 
Aerosol Fingerprint Powder, (2) each of the Lightning Spray Portable Tents 
and (2) Breeze™ Fiberglass Brushes. This is a great kit for processing 
fingerprints on either light or dark surfaces, and uses our “Original” 
Lightning® Black and White Powders that you have used for years.

1-0425  Lightning Spray Standard Kit .................................$72.55

Lightning Spray® Aerosol Fingerprint Powder is the latest innovation in 
forensic latent fingerprinting technology from Lightning Powder. Until now, 
the only method available for fingerprinting was applying powder with a 
variety of brushes. Lightning Spray makes it possible to apply fingerprinting 
powder by spraying the suspect area with a controlled, consistent application 
of powder.

The legendary performance of  
Lightning Powder® is now available  
in a convenient aerosol spray

 

Our new Lightning Powder Aerosol Fingerprint Powders uses the same powders that you have 
come to trust over the years, but in a convenient, controlled aerosol spray. The cleanest way 
to apply powder for processing suspected fingerprints, we have included our most popular 
powders for use on most any surface. We have also added our Redwop fluorescent powder for 
use with forensic light sources. 

1-0401  Lightning Spray, Black Powder, 2oz. .....................$22.41 
1-0402   Lightning Spray, White Powder, 2oz. ....................$22.41
1-0403   Lightning Spray, Silver/Grey Powder, 2oz .............$22.41

Lightning Spray® Aerosol Fingerprint Powders
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Regular Camelhair Brush
This is the most economical brush on the market. Small and 
convenient, it is an ideal brush for tight areas or as a “clean 
up” brush for larger areas. The overall length of the brush is 
approximately 6” (15.2cm) with a bristle length of 1.25” (32cm).

1-0025 Regular Camelhair Brush ................................$6.69

Deluxe Camelhair Brush
The Deluxe Camelhair Brush features a longer handle and bristles 
than the Regular Camelhair Brush, which means it can hold more 
powder. The longer handle offers a better gripping surface. The 
overall length of the brush is approximately 7” (17.7cm) with a 
bristle length of 1.875” (4.8cm).

1-0027 Deluxe Camelhair Brush .............................. $14.65

Long-Handle Camelhair Brush
The Long-Handle Camelhair Brush has the longest handle of 
all of our brushes, yet is balanced so anyone can hold and use 
it effectively and comfortably. The length is approximately 9.5” 
(24.1cm) with a bristle length of 2” (5.1cm).

1-0029 Long-handle Camelhair Brush .......................$16.64

1-0029

The Breeze™ Fiberglass Brush is a disposable latent print brush designed for use at crime scenes. 
The Breeze uses the same ultra-soft fibers that have been used for decades in the Zephyr®  
Fingerprint Brush — only less of them — making the Breeze™ slightly less full. Each brush is 
individually packaged, sealed and UV sterilized, so there is no risk of outside contaminants being 
introduced into a crime scene. Independent test results indicate our UV sterilization measures  
eliminate any traces of DNA.

1-0300  The Breeze™ Fiberglass Brush, Each ..........................................$3.89

Feather Dusters
These fluffy Marabou feather dusters are ideal for large areas, and 
are recommended for use with our fluorescent powders. The soft 
feather tips pick up large amounts of powder and distribute it with 
minimal clean-up. Feather dusters apply powder in a thinner, more 
controlled layer than other types of applicators. Each brush features 
a 5” (12.7cm) wooden handle and 4” (10.2cm) long feathers. 

1-1031 Feather Duster, Black .................................. $10.56
1-0031 Feather Duster, White ................................. $12.30
1-0030 Feather Duster, Red ..................................... $11.86

1-00301-00311-1031

The best fingerprint brush ever made. 
Leading the industry for more than 50 years.
Benefits of Fiberglass:
•	 No Coarse Fibers
•	 No Natural Oils
•	 Becomes Softer with Each Use
•	 Far Outlasts Regular Fingerprint Brushes

The Zephyr® Fingerprint Brush is the finest brush ever developed for use 
in fingerprint work. Originally developed in 1956, the 6.5” (16.5cm) brush 
consists of thousands of fiber bundles, each composed of more than a hundred 
individual treated-glass filaments. The diameter of the glass filaments is a fraction 
of the diameter of hair fibers used in other fingerprint brushes, resulting in a product 
with unsurpassed working qualities. The Zephyr® brush has a long life with the capacity 
to pick up and retain large amounts of fingerprint powder. Rather than wear out over time, 
the filament ends actually become softer with each use. Do not be misled by imitators claiming 
superiority for their product. Since 1956, the Zephyr® brush has been the original and continues to be the 
best fiberglass fingerprint dusting brush available.

1-0200 The Original Zephyr® Fingerprint Brush, Each ................................................ $10.65

The Original

Fingerprint Brush
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Standard Magnetic Applicator
This ergonomically designed tool features a spring-loaded handle holding the 
internal magnet forward, allowing for dusting above a horizontal plane, and even 
overhead. When ready, simply pull the handle to release the powder. A hexagonal 
lip around the rim of the applicator prevents powder from creeping up the handle 
and prevents the applicator from rolling away when placed on an uneven surface. 
The Standard Magnetic Applicator has a powerful magnet to hold a large amount of 
magnetic powder and is 5.5” (14 cm) long.

1-0151 Standard Magnetic Applicator ...................................$25.87

Red Wand Magnetic Applicator
This small and lightweight magnetic applicator is an economical alternative to larger applicators. Roughly the 

size of a pen or pencil, the wand fits easily in a shirt pocket and holds a working volume of powder.

1-0150 Red Wand Magnetic Applicator ........................... $20.38

TEX Ultra-Light Magnetic Applicator
Designed by J.R. Davis, retired from the Houston Police Department, for use at hazardous crime scenes, the TEX Ultra-Light 
is a lightweight and powerful magnetic applicator. The TEX Ultra-Light includes five disposable covers to protect the wand 
during use and eliminates the chance of cross-contaminating evidence from the magnetic wand. Use a separate cover 
at each crime scene, or simply use one for each color of powder to eliminate the need for multiple brushes. 
When finished dusting, simply pull the cover away from the magnet to release the ball of powder.

1-0153 TEX Ultra-Light Magnetic Applicator ................. $8.01
1-0154 Disposable Covers, Pack of 5 ........................... $8.08

Mega-Mag Magnetic Fingerprint Powder Applicator
This magnetic fingerprint powder applicator is designed for use with magnetic powder. The powder will form a 

cluster at the end of the applicator, and then the applicator can be used as a brush to develop the latent print. 
Simply place the unused portion back in the jar when you are done dusting for prints. The Mega-Mag Magnetic 

Fingerprint applicator is easy to use, and is not as messy as standard fingerprint powder. It’s designed for use 
on non-metallic surfaces.

1-0152 Mega-Mag Magnetic Fingerprint Powder Applicator…………$47.43



Lightning Gel Tape
Featuring a thick, pliable padding that is over 20 times as thick as 
standard lifting tapes, Lightning Gel Tape is ideal for lifting details 
from uneven and textured surfaces. Gel tape is applied just like 
normal lifting tape. After application, press the gel tape down 
into the grooves of the surface. Lift the tape and place it on an 
appropriately colored backing card.

1-3150 Lightning Gel Tape 1.5”W x 60”L  
 (3.8cm x 152.4cm), Clear ................................. $18.71
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Poly Tape
Poly Tape is designed to be an extremely pliable lifting tape for use 
with curved surfaces. Available in a number of widths, Poly Tape will 
stretch and conform for lifts on difficult surfaces such as light bulbs, 
doorknobs, and bowls. It can also be pushed into the depressions 
of bumpy or textured surfaces to obtain lifts where a standard lift 
tape fails.

1-1410 Poly Tape, 1.5”W x 125"L  
 (3.8cm x 38.1m) .............................................$4.17

Lightning Clear Tape, 360” (9.1m) rolls
1-1405 1.5” (3.8cm) Wide Clear Tape in a Jar, Each ........ $5.57 
1-1406 2” (5.1cm) Wide Clear Tape in a Jar, Each ........ $6.67
1-1407 4” (10.2cm) Wide Clear Tape, Each ................ $16.09

Remco® Lifting Tape
Remco tapes are designed to be pliable for optimal latent print lifting, yet tear easily for those who like to fold and “snap-tear” their tape 
after a lift. All rolls of Remco tape are 360” (9.1 m) long and come in a resealable plastic bag for protection.

Remco Frosted Tape, 9.1m (360") rolls
1-1150 1.5” (3.8cm) Wide Frosted Tape ..................... $7.45
1-1200 2” (5.1cm) Wide Frosted Tape ........................ $8.67
1-1400 4” (10.2cm) Wide Frosted Tape .................... $13.01

Remco Clear Tape, 9.1m (360") rolls
1-2149 1” (2.5cm) Wide Clear Tape ............................$7.65
1-2150 1.5” (3.8cm) Wide Clear Tape .........................$7.45
1-2200  2” (5.1cm) Wide Clear Tape ............................$8.67
1-2300 3” (7.6cm) Wide Clear Tape ..........................$13.01
1-2400 4” (10.2cm) Wide Clear Tape ........................$13.01

Lightning Lifting Tape
Designed to tear easily, our rolls of Lightning Lifting Tape were created to meet the needs of latent print and crime scene technicians who 
fold and “snap-tear” their tape. Available in frosted and clear, the rolls of tape are packaged in reusable transparent jars, which protect the 
tape during transport. All tapes are 9.1m (360") long and are available in five widths.

Lightning Frosted Tape, 360” (9.1m) rolls
1-1401 1.5” (3.8cm) Wide Frosted Tape in a Jar, Each ........ $5.90
1-1402 2” (5.1cm) Wide Frosted Tape in a Jar, Each ...... $8.40   
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Lightning Lift Pads™

Lightning Lift Pads are clear pads of pre-cut latent print lifters. Just like 
lift tape, simply peel a fresh lifter from the pad when needed. A paper 
tab at the end of each lift keeps fingerprints off the adhesive, and the tab 
indicates when the print is viewed from the correct side. Placing the lift 
so the tab is “up” in relation to the print will simplify documentation and 
viewing. Available in a variety of sizes, each pack includes 25 individual 
lifts. 
1-2401 Lift Pad, 2” x 2” (5.1cm x 5.1cm) .......................$4.20/25 pk.
1-2402 Lift Pad, 2” x 4” (5.1cm x 10.2cm) .....................$5.61/25 pk.
1-2403 Lift Pad, 4” x 4” (10.2cm x 10.2cm) ...................$9.37/25 pk.

Handi-Lifts™

Handi-Lifts are a convenient combination of lifting tape and 
backing card in one. Pull the pre-cut tape section and peel off 
the adhesive backer. Lift the latents, then press the two halves 
together. Write the case and date along the paper hinge. It 
works great for all print sizes and powder colors.

Lightning Lifts™

These clear, pre-cut latent print lifters feature a tab which keeps 
fingerprints off the lift. The tab indicates if the print is viewed from the 
correct side. It works just like a strip of lifting tape — after the lift, place 
together again or adhere to the appropriate size and color-backing card.

1-2022 Lightning Lifts, 2" x 2" (5.1cm x 5.1cm) .........$23.31/100 pk.
1-2024 Lightning Lifts, 2" x 4" (5.1cm x 10.2cm) .......$35.80/100 pk.
1-2044 Lightning Lifts, 4" x 4" (10.2cm x 10.2cm).....$52.16/100 pk.

Transparent Handi-Lifts
1-2055 Transparent, 1.5” x 2" ......................... $9.95/24 pk.
1-2058 Transparent, 2" x 4" ............................. $7.70/12 pk.
1-2061 Transparent, 4" x 4" ............................. $9.95/12 pk.

White Handi-Lifts
1-2056 White, 1.5” x 2" .................................. $9.95/24 pk.
1-2059 White, 2" x 4" ...................................... $7.70/12 pk.
1-2062 White, 4" x 4" ...................................... $9.95/12 pk.

Black Handi-Lifts
1-2057 Black, 1.5” x 2" ................................... $9.95/24 pk.
1-2060 Black, 2" x 4" ....................................... $7.70/12 pk.
1-2063 Black, 4" x 4" ....................................... $9.95/12 pk.

Assorted Handi-Lifts
1-2067 Assorted Sizes and Colors ............... $66.28/96 pk.

Latent Print Tape Squeegee
The Latent Print Tape Squeegee is made of pliable plastic and measuress 3”x 4” 
(7.6cm x 10.2cm). It is used to assist a technician putting down latent print tape either 
on a surface to lift prints or on a card. Use of the squeegee will help eliminate air bubbles 
(frog eyes) and hesitation lines. Soft edges will not harm the tape or latent print.

1-2455 Tape Squeegee, Pack of 10 .....................................$14.23
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Attach latent prints on the glossy white or black side of our backing 
cards. The opposite side is non-glossy and features pre-printed 
information for case information and sketches.

1-2501 White Backing Cards, 3” x 5”  
 (7.6cm x 12.7cm) ......................... $9.10/100 pk.
1-2601 Black Backing Cards, 3” x 5”  
 (7.6cm x 12.7cm) ....................... $17.77/100 pk. 
1-3501 Large White Backing Cards, 5.5” x 8.5”  
 (13.9cm x 21.6cm) ...................... $17.82/100 pk.
1-3601 Large Black Backing Cards, 5.5” x 8.5”  
 (13.9cm x 21.6cm) ...................... $99.54/100 pk.

Rubber-Gelatin Lifters
Especially for lifting latent prints and dust impressions, Rubber-Gelatin Lifters are high-quality elastic 

sheets of rubber with a low-adhesive gelatin layer on one side. There are advantages: high elasticity 
and low tack; picks up shoe print dust from a paper box but won’t tear the paper from the box; and 

elasticity allows latent pick-up on uneven or curved surfaces, such as light bulbs, door knobs or 
stucco. Any case data can be written on the back of the lifter using a regular ballpoint pen. 

The black rubber-gelatin lifter backing is white for writing.

Pre-Numbered Cards
This set of 1,000 backing cards are pre-numbered in sequence to 
help prevent the inclusion of fabricated latent prints, by providing 
additional documentation.

1-2511  Pre-Numbered Cards, Pack of 1,000 
3” x 5” (7.6cm x 12.7cm) ......................... $163.62

Lightning Lifts™ for Footwear Impressions
Designed for footwear impressions and larger lifts, such as palms, large areas or odd sizes, 

these lifters feature 12 matching clear plastic backers. Extra-large glossy white backing 
cards are also available.

1-2050 Lightning Lifts for Footwear Impressions .............$43.44/12 pk.

White Gelatin Lifter
1-2083 Gelatin Lifter, 5.2” x 7.2”  
 (13.2cm x 18.3cm) ...................................$20.20/10 pk.
1-2085 Gelatin Lifter, 5.2” x 14.4”  
 (13.2cm x 36.6cm) .....................................$10.51/2 pk.
B-155 Gelatin Lifter, 7.2” x 14”  
 (18.3cm x 35.6cm) .....................................$13.06/2 pk.

Black Gelatin Lifter
1-2084 Gelatin Lifter, 5.2” x 7.2”  
 (13.2cm x 18.3cm) ...................................$20.20/10 pk.
1-2086 Gelatin Lifter, 5.2” x 14.4”  
 (13.2cm x 36.6cm) .....................................$10.51/2 pk.
B-125 Gelatin Lifter, 7.2” x 14”  
 (18.3cm x 35.6cm) .....................................$13.06/2 pk.
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1 — Aluminum Briefcase 14.5” x 17.5” x 5”  
 (36.8cm x 44.5cm x 12.7cm)
Contains:
•	 Black Fingerprint Powder, 2oz (34g)
•	 Silver/Gray Fingerprint Powder, 2oz (24g)
•	 Two Zephyr® Fiberglass Brushes
•	 Clear Lift Tape, 1.5” x 360” (3.8cm x 9.1m)
•	 Clear Lift Tape, 2” x 360” (5.1cm x 9.1m)
•	 Metal Tape Dispenser, For 1.5” (3.8cm) Tape
•	 Metal Tape Dispenser, For 2” (5.1cm) Tape
•	 White Backing Cards, Pack of 100
•	 Black Backing Cards, Pack of 50
•	 Perfect Print™ Elimination Kit

1 —  Kit Box B, 10 .375”L x 4.625”W x 1.6875”H 
 (26.4cm x 11.7cm x 4.3cm)
Contains:
•	 Yellow “Sealed Evidence” Labels 
•	 Tweezers
•	 Scalpel 
•	 Six-Inch White Evidence Ruler
•	 Scriber 
•	 Evidence Labels, Pack of 100

1-0140  Model 100 Crime Scene Kit ............................$191.56

Model 100 Crime Scene Kit
The Model 100 Crime Scene Kit from Forensics Source provides the forensic specialist with the basics they need to process a crime scene for latent 
prints and collect physical evidence. Ideal for nearly every crime scene, use one self-contained kit to dust for latent and victim elimination prints, and 
another kit to collect and store small pieces of evidence.

The kit comes in a sturdy aluminum briefcase that contains essential Lightning Powder® products including two-ounce containers of black and silver/
gray fingerprint powders, two Zephyr® Fingerprint Brushes, and one roll each of one and a half inch and two inch Clear Lifting Tape with matching  
metal tape dispensers, both white and black Backing Cards and a Perfect Print™ Elimination Kit.

In addition, this crime scene kit includes a durable polypropylene kit box that contains Yellow Sealed Evidence Labels, tweezers, a scalpel, a six-inch 
evidence ruler, a scriber and a pack of 100 evidence labels.

Professional Latent Print Kits
The Professional Latent Print Kit is ideal for nearly every crime scene. Use one self-contained kit to dust for latent prints, and use 
another self-contained kit to take victim elimination prints. Use yet another self-contained kit to collect and package small pieces  
of evidence.
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(36.8cm x 44.5cm x 12.7cm)
Contains:
•	 Black Fingerprint Powder, 2oz (34g)
•	 Silver/Gray Fingerprint Powder, 2oz (44g)
•	 Two Zephyr Fiberglass Brushes
•	 Clear Lift Tape, 1.5” x 360” (3.8cm x 9.1m)
•	 Clear Lift Tape, 2” x 360” (5.1cm x 9.1m)
•	 Metal Tape Dispenser, For 1.5” (3.8cm) Tape
•	 Metal Tape Dispenser, For 2” (5.1cm) Tape
•	 White Backing Cards, Pack of 100
•	 Black Backing Cards, Pack of 50
•	 Perfect Print Elimination Kit

1 — Kit Box B, 10 .375”L x 4.625”W x 1.6875”H 
(26.4cm x 11.7cm x 4.3cm)

Contains:
•	 Roll of Yellow Sealed Evidence Seals 
•	 Tweezers 
•	 Scalpel 
•	 Six-Inch White Evidence Ruler
•	 Scriber 
•	 Evidence Labels, Pack of 100

1 — Kit Box B, 10 .375”L x 4.625”W x 1.6875”H 
(26.4cm x 11.7cm x 4.3cm)

Contains:
•	 Black Magnetic Powder, 1oz (84g)
•	 Silver/Gray Magnetic Powder, 1oz (124g)
•	 Magnetic Powder Applicator
•	 Fitted Insert

1-0141  Model 100 Plus Crime Scene Kit ...............$214.11

Model 200 Crime Scene Kit
This kit contains more of the supplies you need at the crime 
scene to help you process for latent prints, and collect physical 
evidence and elimination prints from the victims. It includes 
four polypropylene boxes containing products for regular and 
magnetic latent print processing, as well as lift tape and backing 
cards (for lifting). The Model 200 Crime Scene Kit also includes 
a complete kit box containing everything necessary for rolling 
fingerprints for elimination purposes. An evidence collection and 
documentation kit is included, containing evidence labels and 
sealing tape. Because each kit is stored in a separate box, it 
helps prevent contamination, keeps your crime scene kit clean 
and orderly and allows you to easily distribute the workload at 
the crime scene.

1 — Kit Box B, 10 .375”L x 4.625”W x 1.6875”H 
(26.4cm x 11.7cm x 4.3cm)

•	 Black Magnetic Powder, 1oz (84g)
•	 Silver/Gray Magnetic Powder, 1oz (124g)
•	 Magnetic Powder Applicator
•	 Fitted Insert

1 — Kit Box B, 10.375” x 4.625” x 1.6875”  
(26.4cm x 11.7cm x 4.3cm) 

•	 Fingerprint Cardholder 
•	 Easy Print® Pad
•	 ID Kleen™ Towelettes, Pack of 12

1 — Kit Box C, 12.125” x 7.25” x 4.5”  
(30.8cm x 18.4cm x 11.4cm) 

•	 Black Fingerprint Powder, 2oz (34g)
•	 Silver/Gray Fingerprint Powder, 2oz (44g)
•	 Two Zephyr® Fiberglass Brushes 
•	 Clear Lifting Tape, 1.5” x 360” (3.8cm x 9.1m)
•	 Clear Lifting Tape, 2” x 360” (5.1cm x 9.1m)
•	 Magnifying Glass
•	 Scissors
•	 White Backing Cards, Pack of 100
•	 Black Backing Cards, Pack of 50
•	 Fitted Insert 

1 — Kit Box B, 10 .375”L x 4.625”W x 1.6875”H 
(26.4cm x 11.7cm x 4.3cm)

•	 Tweezers
•	 Scalpel 
•	 Six-Inch White Evidence Ruler
•	 Scriber 
•	 Roll of Yellow Sealed Evidence Labels
•	 Evidence Labels, Pack of 100 

1-0143 Model 200 Crime Scene Kit ........................$557.59

1 — Black Pelican® 1550 case, 21” x 17” x 9” 
 (53cm x 43cm x 23cm) with shoulder strap
Contains:

Model 100 Plus Crime Scene Kit
The Model 100 Plus Crime Scene Kit contains all of the great  
Lighting Powder® products found in the Model 100 Crime Scene  
Kit, but comes with an additional durable polypropylene kit that  
contains a one ounce container of Black Magnetic Powder, a one 
ounce container of Silver/Gray Magnetic Powder, a Magnetic  
Powder Applicator and a Fitted Insert.
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Model 300 Crime Scene Kit
This is the ultimate crime scene kit. Segmented into separate tasks, this kit will allow you to dust for latent prints on nearly any surface using 
the included standard and magnetic latent print powders, as well as develop latent prints using fluorescent powders on difficult surfaces 
and backgrounds. The included ultraviolet light source assists in fluorescent latent print development and searches for physical evidence. 
Elimination fingerprints can be recorded with the included Easy Print® Pad and cardholder, and evidence labels and tapes are included to assist 
in collecting and documenting evidence. Each kit is self-contained in a sturdy polypropylene kit box so they stay separated and clean, preventing 
contamination, and allows you to easily distribute the workload at the crime scene.

1 — Kit Box C, 12.125” x 7.25” x 4.5” (30.8cm x 18.4cm x 11.4cm) 
•	 Black Fingerprint Powder, 2oz (34g)
•	 Silver/Gray Fingerprint Powder, 2oz (44g)
•	 Two Zephyr® Fiberglass Brushes
•	 Clear Lifting Tape, 1.5” x 360” (3.8cm x 9.1m)
•	 Clear Lifting Tape, 2” x 360” (5.1cm x 9.1m)
•	 White Backing Cards, Pack of 100
•	 Black Backing Cards, Pack of 50
•	 Magnifying Glass
•	 Scissors

1 — Kit Box B, 10.375” x 4.625” x 1.6875” (26.4cm x 11.7cm x 4.3cm) 
•	 Black Magnetic Powder, 1oz (84g)
•	 Silver/Gray Magnetic Powder, 1oz (124g)
•	 Magnetic Powder Applicator

1 — Kit Box B, 10.375” x 4.625” x 1.6875” (26.4cm x 11.7cm x 4.3cm)
•	 Fingerprint Cardholder
•	 Easy Print® Pad
•	 ID Kleen™ Towelettes, Pack of 12

1 — Kit Box B, 10.375” x 4.625” x 1.6875” (26.4cm x 11.7cm x 4.3cm) 
•	 Six-Inch White Evidence Ruler
•	 Scalpel
•	 Tweezers
•	 Scriber
•	 Evidence Labels, Pack of 100
•	 Roll of Yellow “Sealed Evidence” Labels

1 — Kit Box C, 12.125” x 7.25” x 4.5” (30.8cm x 18.4cm x 11.4cm) 
•	 Redwop™ Powder, 2oz (24g)
•	 Blitz-Red™ Magnetic Powder, 1oz (94g)
•	 Blitz-Green™ Magnetic Powder, 1oz (94g)
•	 White Feather Duster
•	 Magnetic Applicator
•	 4-watt UV Lamp, 110 Volt (Part #9-0010)

1 — Black Pelican® 1600 case, 24” x 19” x 9” (61cm x 48cm x 23cm) 
Contains:

1-0147 Model 300 Crime Scene Kit ......................................................$729.94
1-0148 Model 300 Crime Scene Kit with 220V UV Lamp for Export .........$754.45
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Classic Latent Print Kits
Our most popular kits, these compact and rugged latent print kits, include nearly everything for dusting latent 
prints in the field. Each kit includes our 90cc wide-mouth latent print powder jars,for convenient use with a 
fingerprint brush or magnetic applicator. The contents of each kit are held firmly in compartmentalized foam 
inserts and come in a sturdy, plastic case for field use and storage in a patrol car or crime scene vehicle.

Latent Fingerprint Field Kit
This compact case was designed for field use. This small kit fits well into the trunk of any vehicle.

1-0135 Latent Fingerprint Field Kit ....................................$76.65

•	 Black Fingerprint Powder, 2oz (34g)
•	 White Fingerprint Powder, 2oz (24g)
•	 Two Zephyr® Fiberglass Brushes
•	 Clear Lifting Tape, 2” x 360” (5.1cm x 9.1m)
•	 White Backing Cards, Pack of 50

•	 Black Backing Cards, Pack of 25
•	 Pair of White Cotton Gloves
•	 Box Cutter
•	 Plastic Case with Fitted Foam

Classic Latent Print Kit
The Classic Latent Print Kit gives the investigator the ability to process any scene and most surfaces. Black and white conventional and 
magnetic powders, and multiple lifting choices make the task simpler.

•	 Black Fingerprint Powder, 2oz (34g)
•	 White Fingerprint Powder, 2oz (24g) 
•	 Black Magnetic Powder, 1oz (84g)
•	 White Magnetic Powder, 1oz (124g)
•	 Camelhair Brush 
•	 Two Zephyr® Fiberglass Brushes
•	 Magnetic Applicator
•	 Handi-Lifts™ Transparent, 1.5” x 2”  (3.8cm x 5.1cm), Pack of 24
•	 Handi-Lifts™ White, 1.5” x 2” (3.8cm x 5.1cm), Pack of 24

•	 Handi-Lifts™ Black, 1.5” x 2” (3.8cm  x 5.1cm), Pack of 24
•	 Two Rolls of Clear Lifting Tape, 2” x 360”  (5.1cm x 9.1m)
•	 Metal Tape Dispenser, 2” (5.1cm)
•	 Round Magnifier, 4” (10.2cm)
•	 White Backing Cards, Pack of 100
•	 Black Backing Cards, Pack of 50
•	 Plastic Case with Fitted 
 Foam, 14” x 19” (35.6cm x 48.3cm)

1-0144 Classic Latent Print Kit .......................................$180.76
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Deluxe Latent Print Kit
This kit contains everything you need for latent print dusting  —  two colors of fingerprint powder (Silver/Gray and Black), two colors of backing 
cards and two Zephyr® Fingerprint Brushes. The Zephyr brushes are stored in protective tubes and held by clips inside the lid. The lift tape and 
powders are held in a fitted insert. A pair of scissors and a magnifying glass are also included.

1 — Kit Box C, 12.125” x 7.25” x 4.5” (30.8cm x 18.4cm  x 11.4cm)
Contains:

1-0102 Deluxe Latent Print Kit ..................................$81.97

•	 Silver/Gray Powder, 2oz  (44g)
•	 Black Powder, 2oz  (34g)
•	 Two Zephyr® Fiberglass Brushes
•	 Clear Lifting Tape, 1.5” x 360” (3.8cm x 9.1m)
•	 Clear Lifting Tape, 2” x 360” (5.1cm x 9.1m)

•	 White Backing Cards, Pack of 100
•	 Black Backing Cards, Pack of 50
•	 Magnifying Glass
•	 Scissors

Standard Latent Print Kit
This Standard Latent Print Kit features two colors of fingerprint powder: 
Black and Silver/Gray. The kit has plenty of room for additional supplies 
such as pens, pencils or scissors. The Zephyr® brushes are stored in 
protective tubes and held with clips inside the lid. The rolls of tape and 
fingerprint powders are held in a fitted insert.

1 — Kit Box C, 12.125” x 7.25” x 4.5” (30.8cm x 18.4cm x 11.4cm)
Contains:
•	 Black Powder, 2oz (34g)
•	 Silver/Gray Powder, 2oz (44g)
•	 Two Zephyr Brushes
•	 Clear Lifting Tape, 1.5” x 360” (3.8cm x 9.1m)
•	 Clear Lifting Tape, 2” x 360” (5.1cm x 9.1m)
•	 White Backing Cards, Pack of 100
•	 Fitted Compartmentalized Insert

1-0116 Standard Latent Print Kit ......................................$54.13

Basic Latent Print Kit
This Basic Latent Print Kit is packed in an oversized box, so there 
is room to add additional supplies. The latent print brush is stored 
in a protective tube and held by a clip inside the lid. The tape and 
Bi-Chromatic™ fingerprint powder are held in a fitted insert. This kit 
is available with either a camelhair brush or the standard Zephyr® 
Fiberglass Brush.

1 —  Kit Box C, 12.125” x 7.25” x 4.5” (30.8cm x 18.4cm x 11.4cm) 
Contains:
•	 Bi-Chromatic Powder, 2oz (29g)
•	 Zephyr® or Camelhair Brush
•	 Clear Lifting Tape, 1.5” x 360” (3.8cm x 9.1m)
•	 White Backing Cards, Pack of 100
•	 Fitted Compartmentalized Insert

1-0105 Basic Latent Print Kit with Zephyr® Brush ............$32.03 
1-0106  Basic Latent Print Kit with Camelhair Brush .........$42.62
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Magnetic/Regular Powder Kit
This kit contains both regular and magnetic dusting powders in wide-
mouth jars. Both powders are Bi-Chromatic™, so you can dust either 
light- or dark-colored surfaces with acceptable contrast. Regular and 
magnetic powders allow you to dust many different types of surfaces. 
There is also storage in this kit for additional supplies, such as scissors, 
pens, pencils or a magnifying glass. A camelhair brush can be substituted 
for the standard Zephyr® Fiberglass Brush.

1 — Kit Box C, 12.125” x 7.25” x 4.5”  
(30.8cm x 18.4cm x 11.4cm)
Contains:
•	 Bi-Chromatic Powder, 2oz  (29g)
•	 Bi-Chromatic Magnetic Powder, 1oz (74g)
•	 Regular Camelhair or Zephyr® Brush
•	 Magnetic Applicator
•	 Clear Lifting Tape, 1.5” x 360” (3.8cm x 9.1m)
•	 Clear Lifting Tape, 2” x 360” (5.1cm x 9.1m)
•	 White Backing Cards, Pack of 100

1-0131 Magnetic/Regular Powder Kit  
 with Zephyr® Brush .......................................... $66.81

1-0130 Magnetic/Regular Powder Kit  
 with Camelhair Brush ........................................ $71.55

Basic Magnetic Powder Kit
•	 Kit Box A, 8.375” x 4.5” x 1.6875” (21.3cm x 11.4cm x 4.3cm) 
•	 Black Magnetic Powder, 1oz (84g)
•	 Silver/Gray Magnetic Powder, 1oz (124g)
•	 Magnetic Powder Applicator

1-0120 Basic Magnetic Powder Kit ......................... $33.56

Bi-Chromatic™ Zephyr ® Kit
•	 Kit Box B, 10.375” x 4.625” x 1.6875”  

(26.4cm x 11.7cm x 4.3 cm) 
•	 Bi-Chromatic Powder, 2oz (29g)
•	 Zephyr® Fiberglass Brush
•	 Lifting Tape, 1.5” x 360” (3.8cm x 9.1m)
•	 White Backing Cards, 3” x 5” (7.6cm x 12.7cm), Pack of 100

1-0099 Bi-Chromatic Zephyr Kit ................................$33.69

Bi-Chromatic™ Camelhair Kit
•	 Kit Box B, 10.375” x 4.625” x 1.6875”  

(26.4cm x 11.7cm x 4.3cm) 
•	 Bi-Chromatic Powder, 2oz (29g)
•	 Camelhair Dusting Brush
•	 Lifting Tape, 1.5” x 360” (3.8cm x 9.1m)
•	 White Backing Cards, 3” x 5” (7.6cm x 12.7cm), Pack of 100

1-0100 Bi-Chromatic Camelhair Kit ...........................$33.61

Bi-Chromatic™ Magnetic Kit
•	 Kit Box B, 10.375” x 4.625” x 1.6875” (26.4cm x 11.7cm x 4.3cm)
•	 Bi-Chromatic Magnetic Powder, 1oz (74g)
•	 Magnetic Powder Applicator
•	 Lifting Tape, 1.5” x 360” (3.8cm x 9.1m)
•	 White Backing Cards, 3” x 5” (7.6cm x 12.7cm), Pack of 100

1-0123 Bi-Chromatic Magnetic Kit ........................... $43.45
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An example of the airflow pattern 
through the Downflow Workstation

Downflow Workstation
The Downflow Workstation is a stand alone, ductless unit that protects 
personnel from powders or fumes.

Applications: 
•	 Dusting for latent prints
•	 Chemical latent print development
•	 Solvent and chemical preparation
•	 Histology
•	 Powder weighing
•	 Microscopy

Featuring a unique, open design allows for close inspection of 
samples while still maintaining a high level of operator protection. 
When active, particles or fumes are drawn downward through 
the stainless steel work surface and up through a rear plenum 
chamber to an electrostatically-charged pre-filter. A main filter 
then removes remaining contaminants. Once the fumes or 
particulates have been filtered, clean air is returned to the 
room. No outside ventilation is required.

The durable, powder-coated aluminum frame provides 
corrosion resistance and the stainless steel work surface 
is removable for easy cleaning. A pressure switch for indicating 
when filters need replacement is included, as well as an internal 
fluorescent light, providing ample illumination without producing heat. 
In conjunction with the open design of the chamber, the unit provides 
superior visibility and ample room when working with long items, 
such as rifles and shotguns.

Each unit includes one Particulate Pre-Filter.  
However, a main filter must be purchased with the unit. The 
main filter should be selected based on how the unit will be 
used. For applications involving powders or dry particulates, a 
HEPA filter should be used. If chemicals and solvents will be 
used, a Hydrocarbon filter must be used. Main filters are 
interchangeable, however, the particulate pre-filter 
should be changed whenever switching between a 
HEPA or Hydrocarbon filters. Particulate Pre-filters 
should also be changed upon low airflow. Replacement  
pre-filters are available for purchase in a pack of 10.

Specifications

Dimensions:
Unit: 28”W x 24”D x 32”H 
 (71.1cm  x 60.9cm x 81.2cm)
Work Area:  25”W x 19”D 
 (63.5cm x 48.3cm)
Weight: Approx. 132lb (60kg)
Electrical: 110V/60Hz
Lightning: 15-Watt Fluorescent Bulb
Ventilation: Sparkless, centrifugal fan

Construction:
Frame: Powder-coated steel
Head Section: Epoxy-coated Zinc
Removable Spill Tray: 316 Stainless Steel
Downflow Face Velocity: > 60 LFPM
Visual Low Airflow Alarm
Particulate Pre-filter is included

1-4820  Downflow Workstation (Filters not included) ...............$4,769.05
1-4822  HEPA Filter (For powders and particulates) .....................$600.00
1-4823  Particulate Pre-Filter, Pack of 10 ......................................$341.39
FE-WS6-010  Downflow Workstation, EXPORT .................................$4,233.75

*This unit is supplied with a pre-filter, but you must select a main filter.
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Forensics Source is proud to partner with Pioneer 
Forensics LLC in bringing this comprehensive 
line of specialty chemicals to the market. Pioneer  
Forensics is an investigative, research and training 
company with extensive experience in the devel- 
opment of innovative processing solutions for  
latent print professionals.

DESCRIPTION PART # PART ID SIZE RETAIL

Acetic Acid, 16oz 1-2830 1162938 16oz $18.87
Acetic Acid, 128oz 1-2831 1162941 128oz $67.83
Acetone, 128oz 1-2832 1162942 128oz $35.70
Amido Black Methanol Base, 16oz 1-2833 1163029 16oz $22.95
Amido Black Methanol Base, 32oz 1-2834 1163031 32oz $38.25
Amido Black Methanol Rinse, 16oz 1-2835 1163033 16oz $22.95
Amido Black Methanol Rinse, 32oz 1-2836 1163034 32oz $33.56
Amido Black Water-Based Kit, 16oz 1-2837 1163035 16oz $22.44
Amido Black Water-Based Kit, 32oz 1-2838 1163036 32oz $31.62
Ammonium Hydroxide, 16oz 1-2840 1163037 16oz $20.15
Ammonium Hydroxide, 128oz 1-2841 1163038 128oz $41.82
Basic Yellow 40, 300%, 25g 1-2842 1163077 25g $23.97
Basic Yellow 40, 680%, 25g 1-2843 1163078 25g $28.05
Basic Yellow 40 Solution, 300%, 1L 1-2844 1163079 1L $30.60
Basic Yellow 40 Solution, 680%, 1L 1-2845 1163080 1L $34.68
Blood Fixative, 16oz 1-2846 1163081 16oz $20.15
Blood Fixative, 32oz 1-2847 1163082 32oz $28.82
Hydrochloric Acid, 16oz 1-2850 1163083 16oz $21.68
Hydrochloric Acid, 128oz 1-2851 1163084 128oz $57.63
Leuco Crystal Violet Field Kit, 8oz 1-2852 1163122 8oz $30.55
Leuco Crystal Violet Field Kit, 16oz 1-2853 1163123 16oz $40.29

DESCRIPTION PART # PART ID SIZE RETAIL

Leuco Crystal Violet Field Kit, 32oz 1-2854 1163129 32oz $49.47
Leuco Crystal Violet, 25g 1-2855 1163131 25g $23.97
Methanol, 16oz 1-2861 1163126 16oz $15.56
Methanol, 128oz 1-2862 1163125 128oz $33.15
Methanol, Technical Grade, 128oz 1-2863 1163154 128oz $33.15
Ninhydrin Solution, Alcohol, 8oz 1-2865 1163155 8oz $21.17
Ninhydrin Solution, Alcohol, 16oz 1-2866 1163156 16oz $33.41
Potassium Thiocyanate, 100g 1-2871 1163161 100g $19.38
Potassium Thiocyanate, 500g 1-2872 1163162 500g $51.36
Rhodamine 6G Solution, 1L 1-2874 1163163 1L $30.86
Silver Nitrate, 25g 1-2875 1163164 25g $79.82
Silver Nitrate, 125g 1-2876 1163165 125g $330.03
Sodium Acetate, 100g 1-2877 1163166 100g $13.77
Sodium Acetate, 500g 1-2878 1163167 500g $24.43
Sodium Carbonate, 100g 4-7855 1163168 100g $13.01
Sodium Carbonate, 500g 4-7856 1163169 500g $18.87
Sulfosalicylic Acid, 100g 1-2883 1163170 100g $37.23
Sulfosalicylic Acid, 500g 1-2884 1163171 500g $61.97
Sulfuric Acid, 16oz 1-2887 1163189 16oz $19.64
Sulfuric Acid, 128oz 1-2888 1163195 128oz $66.05
P-Dmac Processing Kit 1-2867 1170952 — $20.25

Latent Print Processing Reagents and Chemicals
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Liquid Glue
E-Z Bond liquid glue is a liquid cyanoacrylate designed specifically  
for use in fingerprint development. The shelf life of this liquid glue is 
six months and should be refrigerated when not in use.

LL-0002 Liquid Glue, 16oz (473.2ml) .............................$58.98
LL-0003 Liquid Glue, 1oz (29.6ml) ...................................$6.25

CA Remover
This non-flammable formula can be used to clean cyanoacrylate (CA) 
residues from glass, metal and Plexiglas® or acrylic surfaces. Simply 
apply the solution to the desired surface with a sponge or rag, and rinse 
with water. A 50 percent  solution of CA Remover and water can be used 
to remove cyanoacrylate residues from CDs and other sensitive plastics 
without compromising the recorded electronic data. This cleaner has an 
indefinite shelf life.

1-4663 CA Remover, 32oz (946.4ml) ........................... $72.02

Quik-Fume 
Developed from the US military’s heat and eat ration concept, now you 
can have super-glue fuming in one convenient, disposable container 
without the sticky mess, with Quik-Fume! Developed prints are whiter 
and appear much faster due to the activator and the concentrated print 
developer. It produces a tank full of fumes in less than four minutes.

1-4506 Quik-Fume, Pack of 10 ...............................................$40.65

Orange-Aid Fuming Pellets
Orange-Aid is a new product that represents a substantial improvement 
over traditional CN fuming methods for latent print development. A  
one-step method for producing color fingerprints on a variety of  
surfaces, including hard to process surfaces like CDs and water bottles, 
Orange-Aid works wherever cyanoacrylate fuming is used. But, unlike 
traditional fuming, prints developed with Orange-Aid are immediately 
UV enhanced and visible, with no additional dye staining or coloring 
steps required. Easier processing means more prints are likely to be 
found, and ultimately, more closed cases.

1-6064 Orange-Aid Fuming Pellets .......................................$42.75

Fume-A-Wand™ Kit  
Introducing the most advanced design in butane-powered portable hand-held heating 
appliances with features never before seen. For use at outdoor crime scenes to “lift” a 
print from most non-porous materials and from a deceased body, it can also be used in 
the laboratory to speed up latent print development in a “cyano” fuming chamber. The 
fuming cartridge is designed to remain attached to the Fume-A-Wand for as long as the 
unit is in use. This unique cartridge design allows the expended pellet to be removed and 
a new pellet added quickly (each pellet is capable of up to four minutes of fuming time). A 
flameless catalytic heat source heats the CN-Yellow pellet to generate polymerized “super 
glue” fumes. The built in stand supports a hands-free operation in many situations, including 
inside a fuming chamber where it generates sufficient heat to develop a latent print in as 
little s 30 seconds. The starting trigger incorporates a safety to minimize accidental ignition 
and the unit is equipped with auto-ignition and variable temperature control. 

1-6005A CA Wand Kit .............................................$137.85
1-6060 Glue Cartridges, Pack of 10 ........................$39.83
1-6005B CA Wand, w/o Butane ..............................$132.59
1-6063 Pellets .........................................................$30.55
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Hot Plate and Aluminum Fuming Dishes
Accelerate the cyanoacrylate fuming process by placing a hot plate and aluminum dish inside 
the fuming chamber. Place five to ten drops of liquid glue into the 2” (5.1cm) diameter 
x 1.5” (3.8cm) deep aluminum fuming dish and place it on the hot plate. Include a  
cup of warm water in the fuming chamber to add humidity and activate the hot plate. 
Time or watch the fuming process, as it is easy to over fume when heat is applied. The 
hot plate features a large 3” (7.6cm) diameter heating surface and the hot plate 
measures 4.5” x 4.5” x .5” (11.4cm x 11.4cm x 1.3cm), and fits easily into a 
kit box for use in the field.

1-4510 Liquid Glue Hot Plate ............................................$23.61
1-4505 Aluminum Fuming Dishes, Box of 100 .................$11.09

Disposable CA Chamber Kit
Our new Disposable CA Chamber Kit is designed for fast set-up and low cost of operation.  
Insert the flexible rods, included with the chamber, into the boat board base to quickly form a 
12.5” X 21” (31.8cm x 53.3cm) dome that supports the disposable fuming bags. The Disposable 
CA Chamber Kit includes 25 disposable fuming bags, five clips for hanging evidence and 25 
aluminum fuming dishes. The kit comes packaged in a convenient reusable carry bag for easy 
transportation and storage.

•	 Low cost, effective CA fuming chamber
•	 Eliminates messy clean-up — just dispose of used fuming bags
•	 Kit includes (25) fuming bags, (5) evidence hanging clips and (25) aluminum  

CA fuming dishes
•	 Carry bag included

1-4680 Disposable CA Chamber ................................$106.89
1-4681 Replacement Bags, Pack of 25 .......................$24.43

Portable CA Chamber 
Big Features in a Small Package
Forensics Source completely redesigned this important piece of equipment. The roomy 15”W x 11”H x 8”D chamber fits a wide variety 
of commonly processed evidence including cans, bottles and weapons. A special port, incorporated in the design, allows insertion of the 
Fume-A-Wand™ or the attachment of an exhaust tube to vent fumes. This small but capable chamber is as much at home in the lab as it is 
in the field.

•	 Made from durable ABS plastic
•	 Includes (2) hanging bars with (4) clips for suspending evidence
•	 Magnetic latch simplifies chamber loading and unloading
•	 Convenient metal carrying handle allows for easy transportation and storage at the crime scene or the lab 
•	 15”W x 11”H x 8”D (38.1cm x 27.9cm x 20.3cm)
•	 Weighs only 4lbs

1-4676 Portable CA Chamber .....................................$206.90
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Ninhydrin Crystals
Ninhydrin is one of the easiest and most effective methods for 
developing latent prints on paper. Many latent print examiners use 
Ninhydrin exclusively on paper because of its effectiveness and/or their 
lack of a proper setup for DFO. Mixing Ninhydrin crystals in methanol 
and petroleum ether is very economical, as 3.8 grams of crystals 
produce two liters of solution. Ninhydrin crystals can also be mixed 
with 3M™ Novec™ Engineered Fluid HFE-7100 for a less toxic and  
non-flammable solution. Ninhydrin crystals have an indefinite shelf life 
and the working solution is one year. Ninhydrin should always be used 
in fume hood or with an appropriate filter mask.

1-2716  Ninhydrin Crystals, 3.5oz (100g) .........................$141.25

Ninhydrin Spray Solution
These pre-mixed Ninhydrin solutions come in a convenient pump 
spray bottle. The formulations will not run most inks. Simply pour the 
solution into a dipping tray or attach a spray nozzle for spraying inside a 
fume hood. Two formulations are available: a standard methanol-based 
mixture and a non-flammable solution. The methanol-based mixture 
requires an additional surcharge to ship by air. These solutions have 
a shelf life of six months.

1-2701  Methanol-Based Ninhydrin Pump Spray,  
 8oz (236.6ml) ........................................................ $36.45

NIN-Print Ninhydrin Aerosol Spray
This is an aerosol formulation of Ninhydrin. Similar to the formulation above, it will not run inks and contains no CFC’s or acetic 
acids. Simply spray NIN-Print on the evidence you wish to process and allow it to air dry in a fume hood or under controlled 
conditions. Latent prints may take a few days to fully develop, but prints may begin to appear after a few hours. All Ninhydrin 
solutions should be used with proper respiratory protection or in a fume hood. NIN-Print is flammable and requires an additional 
surcharge to ship by air. The shelf life is one year.

B-785  NIN-Print Aerosol Spray, 6oz (177.4ml) ..................$19.24

Designed to accelerate DFO, Ninhydrin and other fingerprint development 
processes; prints are developed faster and with better clarity due to its precise 
control of both temperature and relative humidity. The chamber features rapid 
condition recovery (after door is open/closed), a large viewing area for critical 
sample observation and a seam-welded aluminum coated with high quality, 
corrosion resistant epoxy paint. A standard 220v outlet and a water source are 
required for operation. The chamber is covered by a full 12-month parts and labor 
warranty. See Laboratory Equipment for more detailed information on standard 
features and available options.

1-4835 Caron DFO/Ninhydrin Chamber, 
 208/230V .................................................... $10,495.00
1-4836 Caron DFO/Ninhydrin Chamber, 
 230V (For Export) ........................................ $10,995.00
BOTL101 Carboy, Water Fill Bottle, 1gal  (4L) .................$260.00
SHLF110 Perforated Shelf and Shelf Tracks for Chamber,  
 14” x 21.5” (35.6 x 54.6 cm) ...........................$194.74
CRSY102 Universal Condensate Recirculating System ... $3,395.00
CRSY102 EXPORT Universal Condensate Recirculating System, 
 (For Export) ................................................... $3,895.00
CRSYKIT Tubing and Fitting Kit ...........................................$103.68
RACK101 Evidence Development Rack.................................$250.00
FLTR101 Filter Kit for Recirculating System .........................$214.00

DFO/Ninhydrin Development Chamber
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Basic Yellow 40 Fluorescent Dye
Basic Yellow 40 can be used after Cyanoacrylate fuming on non-porous and semi-non-porous 
surfaces and fluoresces well between 365n, and 485nm. Mix approximately two grams of powder 
in a liter of reagent alcohol. The solution is best used as a wash or dip. The solution can also be 
mixed the Ardrox and Rhodamine 6G to create RAY, a special solution for visualizing CA processed  
prints. The shelf life for the working solution is six months, indefinite for the powder.

1-0044 Basic Yellow 40, 0.9oz (25g) ........................... $11.46

CyanoBlue
CyanoBlue is a non-flammable, water-based cyanoacrylate 
dye which bonds rapidly to cyanoacrylate fumed latent 
prints, providing a highly bright fluorescence. CyanoBlue 
works immediately upon contact with the print and does 
not require long-term exposure. Because it is water-based,  
CyanoBlue does not require any special ventilation 
precautions. The shelf-life of CyanoBlue is one year.

1-0049 CyanoBlue, 16oz (473.1ml) ...........$29.84

Ardrox Fluorescent Dye
Ardrox is a fluorescent liquid dye, which works well with lasers, forensic light sources 
and UV lamps. Ardrox can be used full-strength or diluted with ethanol or methanol. 
While Ardrox-developed prints fluoresce under 365nm, better results have been 
reported while examining evidence with light in the 450–480nm spectrum. Ardrox 
has a shelf-life of one year.

1-0048 Ardrox, 1qt (946ml) ...................................... $29.73

Rhodamine 6G Fluorescent Dye
Rhodamine 6G is one of the best laser or forensic light source dyes available on the market. 
It is inexpensive, safe to use and a little goes a long way. It can be diluted in methanol or 
other similar solvent, or in water. Rhodamine 6G can be used on metal, glass, leather, plastic 
and other surfaces. Unmixed Rhodamine 6G has an indefinite shelf life, as long as it is kept 
dry and stored in a dark bottle. The mixed solution has a shelf life of roughly one year, and 
should be stored in a fume hood or flammable liquids cabinet.

1-0040 Rhodamine 6G, 0.9oz (25g) .........................$50.48   
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1,2-Indanedione — 99% Pure!
Used primarily on paper surfaces as an alternative to DFO, 1,2- 
Indanedione is a fluorescent latent print dye that is visualized at 
520nm with filtration between 570–590 nm, particularly for weak  
fingerprints. Its chemical purity is crucial to performance — ours 
is consistently >99% pure and typically >99.5% pure. It has  
secure-sealed vials with pre-measured quantities for the most  
common working solutions. And no measuring or weighing is  
necessary — just add the contents to your solution.
1-2787 1,2-Indanedione, 5g ............................................$140.53
1-2788 1,2-Indanedione, 10g ..........................................$256.61

Physical Developer Kit
Physical Developer has been reformulated. The new solution is more 
sensitive and will produce better latent prints. Physical Developer still 
reacts to the lipids, fats, oils and waxes in the latent print. Treatment with 
DFO and Ninhydrin are still recommended prior to Physical Developer 
processing. The new solution has a shortened shelf life of three months,  
and the working solution shelf life is 24 hours.

1-2729A Physical Developer, 0.3gal (1L) ...............................$68.67
1-2731A Physical Developer, 1gal (3.8L) .............................$203.20
1-2735 Maleic Acid Crystals, 0.9oz (25g) ...........................$10.09

DFO (1,8-Diazafluoren-9-One) — 99% Pure!
Our purity range (99%>99.5%) provides improved fluorescence, particularly for weak fingerprints. Research 
has shown that DFO develops two to three times more latent prints on paper items than the Ninhydrin 
process alone. Each vial is security-sealed and is packaged in ready-to-use quantities for the most common 
working solutions. No measuring or weighing is necessary — just add the contents to your solution. It has an 
indefinite shelf life when stored in a cool, dry place.

1-2793   DFO Powder, .18oz (5g) ...........................................$300.16
1-2794 DFO Powder, .36oz (10g) .........................................$365.98
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Sudan Black
Sudan Black is one of the best processes for smooth or rough non-
porous surfaces contaminated with greasy or sticky substances. 
It works best on glass, metal or plastic materials and can be used 
on waxy surfaces such as candles or coated paper. Sudan Black is 
easy to use, inexpensive and nontoxic, and has an indefinite shelf 
life in powder and mixed form.

1-0033 Sudan Black, 1.1oz (30g) ................................... $52.76

Amido Black
This powdered protein dye, sensitive to the properties in blood, 
can be used to enhance or develop visible and non-visible  
blood-contaminated latent prints on porous and nonporous 
surfaces, such as cadavers, wood or paper. Amido Black is mixed 
with glacial acetic acid and methanol, and has an indefinite shelf  
life in powder form and one year once mixed.

1-0046 Amido Black, 0.9oz (25g) .............................. $35.65

Aqueous Amido Black
This pre-mixed Amido Black solution also enhances or develops 
blood-contaminated latents. Since this solution is mixed with 
water (aqueous), it is safer to use and does not require pre-soaking 
like standard Amido Black solution.

1-2740 Aqueous Amido Black, 0.3gal (1L)  .............$118.02

Aqueous Leucocrystal Violet
Used to enhance and develop latent prints stained with blood 
on porous and nonporous surfaces, it can be used to stain blood 
marks on shoeprints, swipes and other areas where a suspect or 
victim walked, was dragged or, somehow, came in contact with the 
surface. While this solution is an indicator for blood, it may react 
with other substances not specific to blood. The shelf life of these 
solutions before mixing is nine months, but once mixed will last 
three to six months and needs to be refrigerated.

1-2736  Aqueous Leucocrystal Violet,  
 16oz (473.2ml) ...................................................$44.22    
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Small Particle Reagent (SPR) Spray
Pre-mixed in non-aerosol bottles with pump sprayers, this SPR solution is ready for use out of the box. Spray using 
straight, horizontal lines, back and forth above the suspected area so a “wash” of liquid flows over the surface. 
Two colors of SPR are available: black or white. Use Black SPR on light-colored surfaces and White SPR on dark-
colored surfaces. Photograph the resulting latent prints. It may be possible to lift the latent prints once dried, 
however, you should photograph them first. Both colors have a fluorescent component that allows fingerprints to 
be detected using an ultraviolet or forensic light source. Pre-mixed SPR Spray has a shelf-life of six months from 
purchase and should be stored in a dark, cool place.

1-2766 Black SPR Spray, 16.9oz (500ml) Pump Bottle ......$44.58
1-2767 White SPR Spray, 16.9oz (500ml) Pump Bottle .....$39.31

Wetwop™

Wetwop is a pre-mixed liquid that produces excellent friction ridge detail when used to develop prints on any adhesive surface, such as masking, duct, 
clear, cellophane, brown packaging and nylon reinforced strapping tapes. Wetwop has an indefinite shelf life and requires no mixing.

1-0271 Black Wetwop, 3.4oz (100ml) .......................$28.71
1-0272 White Wetwop, 3.4oz (100ml) ......................$28.71
1-0077 Black Wetwop, 8.5oz (250 ml) ......................$65.31
1-0078 White Wetwop, 8.5oz (250ml) ......................$65.31

TapeGlo™ Fluorescent Dye  
TapeGlo™ is an easy-to-use, easy-to-see fluorescent dye. Simply pour 
TapeGlo™ into a dipping tray or spray on the adhesive surface. TapeGlo™ 
fluoresces best when viewed between 488nm and 540nm, and contains 
no hazardous or flammable liquids, so no fume hood is required. The 
shelf life for TapeGlo™ is approximately six months.

1-1411 TapeGlo™, 16.9oz (500ml) ..................................... $36.30

Sticky-Side Powder Kit
This all-in-one product is both economical and effective. The kit includes 
everything needed to mix and apply Sticky-side powder: one 50g 
(1.8oz) jar of Sticky-Side Powder, one pint of Kodak Photo-Flo 200, a 
mixing jar, spoon and dropper bottle for mixing, and a camelhair brush 
for brushing the paste onto the adhesive surface.

1-2723 Sticky-Side Powder Kit .......................................$108.25
1-2722 Sticky-Side Powder, 1.8oz (50g). ..........................$36.84
1-2727 Kodak Photo-Flo 200, 16oz (473.2ml) ..................$19.45
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Preval® Spray Gun
The Preval Spray Gun is a versatile spray applicator for all kinds of liquids. 
Each Preval Spray Gun comes with a refillable container jar that can hold any 
fluid you choose. An included power unit attaches to the top of the bottle and 
sprays up to 473.1ml (16oz) of liquid, depending on viscosity. Power units are 
disposable and, when depleted, can simply be replaced with a new power 
unit. The sprayer is designed to spray an ultra-fine mist, ideal for latent print 
development or used with Luminol or Bluestar® Forensic for blood detection. 
Preval sprayers require an additional surcharge to ship by air.

1-2770 Preval Spray Gun Kit ..........................................$9.93
1-2771 Replacement Preval Power Unit .......................$7.85
1-2772 Glass Bottle with Cap ........................................$4.03

Comparison of latent print developed using  Ninhydrin in 3M Novec 
Engineered Fluid HFE-7100 (left) and Petroleum Ether (right).
©1999 Jon T. Stimac, Oregon State Police (used with permission)

3M™ Novec™ Engineered Fluid  
HFE-7100  
Designed by 3M as a laboratory substitute for Freon (CFC-113), 3M 
Novec Engineered Fluid HFE-7100 is used as a carrier in a number 
of different latent print processing formulations, including Ninhydrin 
and DFO. It has been found to produce significant advantages 
in both efficiency and safety over hydrocarbons when used in 
Ninhydrin formulations. 3M Novec Engineered Fluid HFE-7100 has 
zero ozone depletion potential, low global warming potential (GWP), 
low toxicity and is non-flammable. This is not just a temporary fix to 
an environmental problem, HFE-7100 was designed as a long-term 
solution to a significant problem.

3M™ Novec™ Engineered Fluid HFE-71DE
3M Novec Engineered Fluid HFE-71DE is used in conjunction with 
HFE-7100 in several alternative latent print development formulations, 
including formulations of DFO in use by the Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police (RCMP).

1-2720  3M Novec Engineered Fluid HFE-7100,  
 1gal (3.8L) ....................................................... $390.03
1-2820 3M Novec Engineered Fluid HFE-71DE,  
 1gal (3.8L) ....................................................... $317.22

Latent Print Reference Pads
Never rub your forehead again! Our latent print reference pads create 
perfect, consistent test latent fingerprints again and again. Simply press 
your finger on the desired pad and the perfect amount of latent print 
residue is left behind. Latent print development techniques can then 
be accurately tested and gauged based on this reference standard, 
regardless of who placed the print.

•	 Formulations available for Amino Acid and Sebaceous Oil latent 
fingerprints.

•	 Easily determine the strength and validity of your latent print 
development chemicals.

1-2792 Sebaceous Oil Reference Pad ..............................$15.43
1-2791 Amino Acid Reference Pad .....................................$9.58
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